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Abstra-,t
Measurements have been made of the heat transfer rates through tur-
bulent and, transitional boundary layers on an isothermal, convexly
curved wall and downstream flat plate. The effect of convex curvature
on the fully turbulent boundary layer was a reduction of the local Stan-
ton numbers 20-50% below those predicted for a flat wall under the same
circumstances. The recovery of the heat transfer rates on the down-
stream flat wall was extremely slow. After 60 cm of recovery length,
the Stanton number was still typically 15-20% below the flat-wall pre-
dicted value.
Various effects important in the modeling of curved flows were
studied separately. These are: (1) the effect of initial boundary layer
thickness, (2) the effect of freestream velocity, (3) the effect of
freestream acceleration, (4) the effect of unheated starting length, and
(5) the effect of the maturity of the br-undary layer. Regardless of the
initial state, curvature eventually forced the boundary layer into an
asymptotic curved condition characterized by St a Re Al
22
. The slope,
minus one, is believed to be significant. The only excepEion to this is
the case of strong acceleration with curvature where the exponent on
Ree
2 
was found to be -2. This study showed that variations of the
initial parameters affected only the rate at which the asymptotic state
was approached. Strong convex curvature is an organizer of the heat
transfer data, so long as the boundary layer contains sufficient turbu-
lence. The data on the flat walls upstream of the curved section varied
considerably from case to case, but within the curve the data were simi-
lar. The effect of curvature on the mean temperature profile was a
strengthening of the wake region; there appears to be no lasting effect
on the structure of the inner portion of the boundary layer. Freestream
acceleration, on the other hand, has been shown to affect the inner re-
gion. The present data show that acceleration and convex curvature are
additive in their effects on Stanton number.
The effect of convex curvature on laminar and early transitional
boundary layers, where the turbulent mixing was minimal, was to delay
and retard the transition process. When curvature was removed, transi-
tion appeared. to progress more rapidly.
xiii
The physical interpretation given t o ,. geese observations is that
convex curvature compresses the scale of the turbulent boundary layer.
This yields an ;inner region of nearly constant thickness and mass .Faux
with vigorous turbulent mixing activity. Beyond this is ail outer layer,
scaled oil boundary layer thickness, which contains decaying residual
turbulence from the boundary layer that existed upstream of the curve.
A heat transfer model can be devised, consistent with the above, where
the overall, heat transfer rate is conduction-limited. This would result
fn tht! Re A
-1
	 relationship of the asymptotic curved boundary layer.
When curvature is removed, the inner layer brains to grow and consumes
the outer residue layer.
Ail 	 curvature— prediction model was tested against this
broad heat transfer data base to determine where it could appropriately




Turbulent boundary layers on convexly curved galls nre encountered
in ►►luny engineering applications: Lite 	 orwiard hart of a blunt body,
leading edges of air 'intakes, blade passages o.f turbomach'itiory, aircraft
wings, and rocket. nor.zles. Carved boundary :Layers wit) , high heat trans-
fer rates arc* encountered on gas turbine blades, where accua.'ate predie-
tion of and design tat' turbine blade, heat loads are critical to Lite
reliability and eftielency of modern high-performance engines. 1laere is
ample evidence that curvature atievts beat transfer. Some of this el -
feet has been a-ttributed to the extra rates of strain associated with
streamwise Ourvatu^re which significantly aafteet the structure of turbu-
lent boundary layers [2,35] and the heat transfer rates [13,^^ ].
111e primary objective ni this experime nt was to measa ► re the effect
of convex -urvature oat t11e heat transfer rate over as representative
do ►naain of ini tia'L and boundary conditions. Ilae work was undertaken as
part of an ong ►aing series of projects at Stanford Uuiversit.y sponsored
by NASA-Uwis l,Os, 1110 motivIting problem was Lite nerd to understand
the mechanisms and accurately predict the heaat trataasfor rates on. gas
turbine blades .
Well the eUMILIWe project began, the state of tide art tor design
heat-load ealculations was (lit , computer, code STAND [1]. 	 This code
solves the partial ditierential equations which govern transport. of
thermal energy and momentw» in boundary .layers. Ilae quality of t11e pr e-
dictions it makes is dependent upon the applicability of Lite Reynolds
stress model it uses.	 'i`hocgh Lite stress modeling of STAN5 is quite
simple, it is a trusted program for use within its data base, because
its Reynolds stress model is supported with empirical input from twelve
years of careful experimentation at Stanford. STAN5 aecc:rattily accounts
for streamwise acceleration or deceleration and/or transpiration blowing
or suction. Presently, however, it does not account for streamwise cur-
vature. Pie purpose of the Stanford curvature program is to add curva-
ture to its useful. domain.
1
1.1 Previous R(-search
A comprettens:ive survey of the literature an curvature effects,
prior to 1972, was given by Bradshaw (2]. lip pointed out that the
effect of curvature is about ten times as strong as one would predict
from a thin shear layer, eddy —viscosity model by simply adding the extra
rate of sLra.in OV/Jx to the existing strain field.
Experimental	 wor' oil	 the	 effects	 of	 curvature dates	 back	 to Lite
day,g	of
	
Ludwig	 11 rtt one early study by Wllcken (3],	 it	 student of
Prandtl,
	
was	 the f documented study of Curvature e.tiecLs	 where the
facility was	 designed	 to kQep secondary Clow effects to a minimum. At
that
	




"Because the various parts of Lhe boundary layer are
variously affo tee d by centrifugal force In the pr08e11ce o.t a
curved surface, a concave surface produces a Lendency to
force the tart harts Of the flow toward the surface and the
Slow parts away from it 1his tendency favors the exchange-
of the slow layers next, to the surface with the faster ones
on tht inside of Lhe flow. Thus. it reinforces the already
existing LurbulonL exchange procedure. `llle contrary is the
case for the convex races. Here the eeutrifugal force has a
stabilizing effect, reducing the turbulence.
Pvandtl also had developed the early form of a mixing; length model, then
called "free path," tor a flat plate. k'ileken, though admitting some
secondary flow influence, found that curvature significantly affected
Lhe "free path lengths,"
	
11, 6LiiLed, "Boundary layer events oil curved
surfaces should be ascribed more importance Lhan has generally been the
case up to the preseilL (irved flow research continued under Prandtl at
the Kaiser Wilhelm Instit.uLe for Flow Research with Lhe studies of Wndt
C4] and Sehinidbauer (.`)]. llie general conclusion was that, even for weak
curvature, Lhe boundary layer hydrodynamics are significantly affected.
The next documented study was in a curved channel, where the flow
could become fully de g eloped. This study by hhttelndor,f [b] in 1934
showed Lhat the full} developed flow was significantly Influenced by
curvature, although the overall pressure drop was not. Ghttendorf also
found, from his mean velocity and wall static, pressures measurements,
that the power, n,
	 in the power—law velocity profile, U+ = cy+l/n,
2
decreases wiLl, aLronger convex curvature and increases for stronger
concave curvatureo lift descriptor of the strength of curvature was the
r
parameter v/Ru.c , where R was positive for concave curvature.
a
In 1937,	 Clauser and Clauser (7)	 investigated the effect of
h
curvature on the transition from laminar to turbulent flow. This is
Lhe I Lust time that hot-wire anemometry had been applied to curved
flows.	 Tliey found that stabilizing convex curvature increased the
critical Reynolds number and delayed transtLion. 	 Their observations
showed that, on typical airfoils ox the Lima, convex curvature might_
double the critical Reynolds number. 	 11ans ljepmann (8] extended the
study of Lho efxecL of curvature on transition LO vary weak curvature
(0 : 6,)
 < 0.001) .	 In this range it was found that, transition was not
I affected by convex curvature but was wkfecteii by ronciwe curvature.
This indicated that the process of transition was diilerenL for the
concave wall than for the .flat or convex wall.
In 1955,  Frank Kreith [9] performed a clever heat transfer test
LI,aL showed quite conwl; t sively hhsit tho heat transport from a concave
wall wive considerabl y tuore than from a convex wall.	 For his channel
g low, he concluded that curvature effects scaled on U/r, 	 the ,forced
vortex parameter. No measurements of local heat transfer rates were
taken. The hydrodynamics of a fully developed, curved, turbulent chan-
nel flow sim'[lar to the Kreith facility were studied in detail by
Eskinazi. and Yeh [10]. Using hot-wire anemometry, Lhey measured Lhe
downstream development of profiles of streamwise velocity fluctuations
and, for the fully developed flow, measured the profiles of u' l , v'2,
and
	
They stated that one of the most important influences of
curvature is on the v' L -production term -u_
near	
(li/r) . They noted that
ar the convex wall 
a v^ 
was positive, indicating a sup cessionE E	 .^
(negative production) ofv' 2 . Their spectral measurements of u' 2 and
v 12 showed that the decrease in turbulent mixing activity was largest
in the low-wave-number range.
The first curved-flow heat transfer test with wall-measured heat
flux data was that of Schneider and ihde (11). WWI plug--type heat flow
transducers they measured local heat fluxes on a. convex wall, that were
,SOX of the predicted flat-wall values and considerably less than would
3
be predicted by the model of Kreith (9) .	 llieir Lmanel aspect ratio
was	 1.0,	 so owiHiderab.le contamination by secondary ,flow was prob -
able.
Y. C. Patel [12] studied the hydrudynam,ios of the flow through a
k
90 curved duct similar to the facility used in the Schneider and i,hde
study, except that the aspect ratio was 5.0. No atLempL was made to
separate streamwise aeoeleration and deceleration from the other effects




change in the mean velocity profiles was due to curvature or the local
acceleration and deceleration within the bend. Patel measured only mean
`	 quantities, which, even with the increased aspect ratio, may have, been
influenced by secondary flows. 	 lie noted that ourvature affeets the
j	 shape factor and, therefore, the rate of entrainment.
Also In 1968, Thomann [13], at the Mronautloa,t. Research Institute
of Sweden, made detailed local heat transfer measurements on surfaces
that were straight and convexly and concavely curved. x'he '11iomrann
study was performed in a wind tunnel with a freescream MUc.h number. of
2..5, uniform static pressure on the tout wall, and a boundary layer
thickness—to-radius of curvature ratio of 699/R n U.02. 'ihe reoultant
effect of curvature was found to be an increase is convective heat flux
of: n
 20% for the concave case and a decrease of - 152 for the convex
case with ruspect to the flat—wall case (see pig. 1-1). Since the
Thomann study was done in a supersonic freestream, significant compres-
sible effects were present. As discussed by Bradshaw [2], compression
or dilation produces strong extra rate—of—strain effect, in the boundary
layer which may alter the turbulent transport process in much the same
fashion as does curvature.
In 1969, Bradshaw [14] discussed the analogy between streamwise
curvature and buoyancy in turbulent shear flow and introduced a modifi-
cation of the Richardson number used in meteorological work to curved
and rotating flow computation.
	
The gradient Richardson number for
curved flows is written:	 Ri = 2S(1+S) where S	 is the stability
parameter, S - (U/R)/(8U/8n), positive for the convex wall and nega-
tive for the concave wall. 	 He then proposed [14,15] that the Monin-
Obouhkov formula for the corre:.ation of the apparent mixing length with
Ismall buoyancy effects k1k o M 1 - t3Ki could be used to model the
effects of weak curvature. 'This approach met with considerable success.
In fact the value of the constant t3 could be inferred b anal ogy fromr	 Y	 $Y
meteorological experiments in stably and unstably stratified boundary
layers. It is generally agreed to be the order 10.
5o and Mellor (16,17,18) published results from a very detailed hy-
drodynamie experiment on curved-wall boundary layers. In their experi-
ment, the ratio of boundary layer thickness to radius of curvature ratio
was 599 /R H 0.07 1 and the aspect ratio was - 6.0. Because of an
imaginative design which employed wall Jets, secondary flows were kept
acceptably small. Profiles of all the Reynolds stresses were measured.
On the convex wall, it was found that the turbulent shear stress was
„ turned off" in the outer half of the boundary layer. Over the concave
wall, they found evidence of a stationary system of longitudinal, vor-
tices, analogous to those .formed between rotating cylinders. ill shear
stress was inferred from a Clauser plot technique, but the turbulent
shear stress profile was not measured close enough to the wall to enable
them to check the wall valise by extrapolation. Me Clauser plot tech-
aique has since become an accepted method for inferring wall shear
sLrt-m and has been verified by later experimenters, e.g., Gill' t35J.
Ellis and Joubert (19] of the University of Melbourne measured
profiles of mean velocity in boundary layers of a curved duct. They
noted that the width of the logarithmic zone was curvature--dependent.
Convex curvature caused the velocity profile to become wake-like at a
iower value of n+ and the opposite for concave. They searched for,
but could not find, similarity of the mean flow, as represented by a
defect type law for c;ither the fully developed, curved, turbulent
channel flow or the outer regions of convex wall boundary layers. On
the concave surface, Ellis and Joubert found evidence of Taylor--
CZrtler vortices .
During the 1970x, Bradshaw undertook a series of experiments on
curvature effects. The first experiment was one of very weak curvature
(6 995/R - 0.01). The early results were presented by Meroney (20] and
the final results by Hoffmann (21). Mean and turbulence data were taken
in a curved duct of 30 0
 bend and aspect ratio of 6.0. No attempt was
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made to selaaraate tilt, weak aceolera Lion/ deceleratioal effects, 	 the data
consisted of ►netan quantities kind the important higher-order quantities
through order 4.	 Spanwise variations of skill friction due to weak
Taylor-GO"rtler cellular activity were observed oil the concave wall, they
measured variations of 20% in local skin-iriction coefficient. 	 1Ater
h	 experiments oil 	 it the Imperial Collage included the recovery i
l	 from an "impulse" of curvature in a curved duct (Snits, Young, and
MBradshaw [22)) and in ail aXisymmetric flare (SmiLs, Eaton, and Bradshaw
[23]). 'lhe second case showed the combined effects of sustained 1:aLerul
divegence and recovery from curvature.	 It was .found that Taylor-
I GorLler cells were established in the curved duct but not in the
raxisymmetrit flare, indicating an effect of lateral divergence. in both
I studies, mean data and fluctuating data through order 4 were taken.
i
Ouriag this same time, Castro and Bradshaw [24) were studying the cou-
vexly curved, tree-mixing Layer.
Effects	 of	 mild	 curvature were	 studied	 by Raoaaprian and Shivapra-
sh ►ad [25.2b,27.26] .	 Their	 test facility was very similar to the lWi-
mann and	 Bradshaw	 facility,	 with the	 notable	 exception	 of an	 aspect
ratio of	 2.5 •	 They dial not	 observe Taylor-GUrtler cells on the concave
wall, contrary	 Lo	 tl►e	 findings of	 liof tmann and	 Bradshaw.	 The authors
admit that	 this	 difference may be	 attributed	 to	 significant secondary
flows.
i Detailed measurements of the hydrodynamics of a curved channel flow
were made by Hunt and Joubert [29] in 1979. 'lhe data for this study
were taken in ail apparatus in which a duct downstream of the nozzle
could be straight or bent into a large-radius curve. The channel was
shallow, allowing the convex and concave boundary layers to merge about
40% of the distance around the 45° bend. The curve started at the exit
of the nozzle, so the ratio of boundary layer thickness to radius of
F
curvature was extremely small (5 99 /R = 0.005) at the start of curva-
ture, then grew rapidly around the bend. The aspect ratio was large,
13.2 to 1.0, to minimize secondary flow effects. Roll-cell, vortices of
the Taylor-Gortler type were observed in the channel just off tlae con-
cave wall. These cells resulted in variations in skin friction across
the span of f 4%.	 Data taken included mean velocity profiles and
profiles of the Important Reynolds stresses. 	 It was found that the
6
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mensureki lteynulds shear stress extrapolated to the convex wall agreed
with skin frict'toli values found with the Glaauser plot technique.
Profiles at the end of the teat region were fully developed in the meaaa
quantities and nearly .fully developed in thi s turbulence quantities.
R
In 1977, Brillic11 and Graham [301 measured mean velocity and
temperature profiles and wall heat transfer rates in a curved channel
similar to the one in which hskinazi and Yeh (10) took hydrodynamic
data. The heat Lransier facility, however, had alt aspect ratio of 6.0,
and considerable secondary flow influence was observed. Nevertheless,
they noted an increase in the heat transfer rate on the outer (conoave)
wall and a slight decrease on the inner (convex) wall. "ilaeir tempera°
tune profiles reached an aaymp(Utic shape characterized by as skew of the
pea toward the 0011caave wall, giving a much steeper temperature gradient
oaf the coneaave than oaf the convex wall. Temperature profiles were not
plotted in inner coordinates, so it is not known whether they showed a
lot;-Law relaLlonshih.
R. M. C. Su [31) continued his curvature work beyond the hydrody-
namic studle;, di;;cussed earlier [1,6,17,18) with an analytical predication
of the effect of curvature on the turbulent Prandtl number. lie devel-
oped the rather :simple relationship:




where Y is the vaalue of the turbulent Prandtl number of a correspond -
ing plane flow. The value ^' - 6.0 has been found to give the best
correlations with curved— flow data, swirling—flow data, and meteorologi-
cal data [55,50,57] . This equation gives an increase of em/E ll for Ri
? 0 (convex) and Pr C 1. This ratio will decrease if,either one of the
two inequalities is reversed. For air flowing over a convex wall, the
diffusivity of thermal energy decreases faster than the eddy diffusiv-
ity. Since the Prandtl number for air is nearly unity, this deviation
from Reynolds analogy (EM/CH = 1) is predicted by the above equation
to be small.
7
'Recently, Maylc, Blair, and Kopper (32) measured .local heat trans
ter rates in a curved duet which had an aspect ratio of 4.25. Tile ir
study was with low-velocity air (M a 0.06 as opposed to the high--
velocity study of 1homarin (13)), in which the test wall static pressure
and temperature were uniform. The ratio of boundary layer thickness to
radius of curvature at the start of the curve was - 0.01. llieir find-
ings (see Fig. 1-2), confirming those of Tbomann, showed a decrease in
the wall heat flux of N `10Z for tine convex wall and an increase of
33% for the concave wall relative to the flat--wall heat flux predic-
tion of Reynolds, Kays, and Mine (33) .
Previous heat transfer studies dealt only with the curved rV,ion,
none reported results of recovery downstream of the, curve. The present
investiga.tiou is the 
first time the effects oil lWa,t transfer of both the
introduction of and recovery from curvature have been investigat,;:.
Alen looking aL the problem of gas turbine blade cooling or many other
applications; where curvature effects on heat transfer are significant,
_  
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regions of weak or no curvature, so the recovery effects are as perti-
nent as the effee.cs of the introduction of curvature.
The present heat transfer results are from a program studying both
r.he heat transfer and fluid mechanics of a convexly curved flow. Since
t.	 heat transport is by turbulent motion, the hydrodynamic study is an
essential input to the heat transfer study.	 Detailed results of the
hydrodynamic study have been reported by Gillis and Johnston (34,35).
Their work was performed on essentially the same Lunnel configuration as
I
the present study (see Fig. 2-1) and with boundary layer thickness-to-
radius of curvature ratios of 0.10 and 0.05, two of the cases pre-
sented herein. The Gillis and Johnston resulti are summarized in Figs
1-3 through 1-7. Fig. 1-3 shows the effect of convex curvature on skin
;friction, as calculated using a C.l.auser plot. The initial response to
the introduction of curvature was fast, and the behavior was seemingly
near-asymptotic. At the end of the curved region (= 16 boundary layer
thicknesses downstream from the start of curvature for the 699/R
0.10 case),	 the skin friction reached a value - 30X less than the






skin friction wed slow.	 At ter	 20 boundary layer thicknesses 	 Irow
the • start of the recovery region, the skin friction was still 	 ~ 20-25%
below the ',tat -wall value.	 They also found that, though the boundary
layer thickness at the beginning of curvature ditfered by a fact.)r ')f
two for the two experiments, the variation of C N with distance
within the • curved region was surprisingly similar for the two cases.
Fig. 1-4, it typical plot of mean velocity profiles In wall cuordInatea,
shuwd that the lug region shortens within the curved section but 18
always discernibIIv	 Me effect of convex curvature on prof ilea of tl ►e
turbulence quantities W , Q	 avida vim ) is shown oil Figs. 1-5, 1-
6, and 1-1, respectively. 	 letithln the curved region, the turbulence
activity declined quickly throughout the boundary layer, but especially
in the outer regions, to a near belt-similar profile. ' P ie recovery to a
normal flat-wall profile was slow and appears to he by propagation from
the wall.
	
1T ►e slow growth of the turbulence profiles in the recovery
regiun m. ► y be responsible for the slow retuvii of the skin :: lc tion to
flat-wall	 41ues.	 Fig. 1 - 1 shows that, at the beginning of curvature,
the shear stress in the outer portion of the boundary layer changes si);n
for a short distance.	 This term is iinked to the production of 1'K}: a
si;n-reversal Indicates a negative production of TKE In this region.
Gillis and Johnston identified a parameter called the "shear layer
thickness," the n-distance of the extrapolated shear strvsa profile 'see
Fig. 1-8) libeled % 8l ." They proposed a model by which to visualize
the strongly curved boundary layer: a two-layer model shown In Fig. 1-9.
The inner layer is characterized by non-zero TKE and shear stress, a
typical boundary layer, but constrained in thickness to	 6 .1 ,	 which
remains essentially constant within the curve. The outer layer 1s char-
acterized by non-zero TKE but essentially zero shear stress.	 Tile outer
layer Is the decaying residue of the upstream boundary layer. At the
beginning of the recovery region, the restriction on 6 s1 due to curva-
ture is lifted and the inner layer grows within what remains of the
outer layer. the results of the present heat transfer study are conbib-
tent with this model.
11ie hydrodynamic study of Gillis and Johnstun is part of an over-
all program involving heat transfer rates on smooth, convexly curved
r -
9
siirIa(-es.	 Tlie Irebent experiments build upon their study of the hydru-
dynamit, processes, investigating ttie heat tranetrr processes thruugh
structurally stmIImr, but heated, boundary layers.
1 .^ Ub jec t i vex
The f InaI objective of the Stantord curvature program Is to add
curvature to the list of effects that can be appropriately predleted
with turbulent boundary layer prediction prugrams, e.K., STAN) 111.
with this goal in mind, ttie objectives of the present study were to:
1. & c tit itteIy mea bur e wall heat transfer rates trom a smout11, convexly
curved w-tII and doiL.ibtre ym flat recuvery plate over a large enough
domain of carefully controlled initial and boundary cundIttons so
th.et the eventual model can be used with minimal extrapoIatIun.
1. 1l,tlt'. upon the understanding of the curved boundary layer Kained
eurIng the G1111a and Juhnstun study 1351 and others listed In
Section 1.t. For this study it series of 15 runs were made with
differing initial and huundary conditions to learn about the sen-
sitivtty of the curvature effect to various parameters thought to
he important. This will aid in developing a prediction model based
un maximum ph y sical insight.
3. Test the preliminary prediction model proposed by (Allis and John-
ston 1351, making changes where appropriate.
4. Wnstruct a hest trantler facility 	 that is sufficiently flexible
to accomplish the above objectives and tuture objectives of the
overall program, specifically, convex curvature with discrete jet
injection, which simulates modern gas turbine 1!lm-cooling geom-
etries.
1.3 The Experiment.
In the following experiment, thermal and hyd rod ynami( • boundary
layers were grown on a flat preplate, then were introduced to a 90°, 45
cm radius of curvature convex wall, followed by a recovery wall. Pit
wall temperature was maintained uniform, and the static pressure on the
test wall was controlled to a prescribed function ut downstram distance,
either uniform or constant	 K (v/U pw • dU pw /ds).	 Detailed wall heat
10
i	 • tluz	 data	 as	 well	 ab	 prattles	 of	 velocity	 and	 trwprraturr ver y 	mea-
sured
	 in	 the	 developing,	 curved,	 and	 recovery	 regions.	 the	 initial and
boundary	 conditions	 were	 varied	 to	 determine	 sensitivity to	 various
parametrrs.
	
Pie	 15	 cases	 to	 the	 present	 study	 investigated the	 sensi-






b,	 Magnitude of	 free-stream	 velocity.
c)	 Free-stream	 acceleration.
}	 d)	 location	 of	 tau	 beginning	 of	 heating	 with	 respect	 to	 the beginning
`	 of	 curvature or	 the	 beginning of	 recovery.
1
1	 e)	 Maturity of	 the momentum	 boundary	 layer	 at	 the	 beginning of	 curva-
I` 	 t tire .
one ether parameter which should be varied systematically is the
radius of curvature of the test wall. 'the cost and complexity of is test
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0.10, from Cillis and Johnston [35].
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Fig. 1-5. Streamwisc ttirhulence intensit y profiles versus
distance in tho stre,tmwise direction,
	 dy 9 /F: _ 0.10,
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Fig. 1-7	 hevnolds t0 war titres~ { p rofiles versus distance in
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Fig,. 1-5. Two-layer curved boundar y layer stnicture, from






The test facility used in the present heat transfer study was used
in the hydrodynamic study of Gillis and Johnston # 135J. The hydrody-
namic aspects of the tunnel, discussed in detail in Ref. 35, are summar-
ized below. Systems added to the facility to broaden the hydrodynamic
operating domain and systems specific to the heat transfer measuremente
are discussed in detail.
2.1 General Description
A curved-wall heat transfer facility has been constructed (Fig.
2-i) that allows development of a smooth, flat-wall, heated boundary
layer upstream of a 90° bend of 45 cm radius of curvature followed by a
flat-wall recovery. There were five circuits to the facility:
(1) The main loop: from the main fan, through the return
ducting, oblique header, heat exchanger and screen pack
and contraction nozzle combination, then into the test
regions and back to the main fan via a plenum tox.
(2) The charging loop: discharge flow to the room via louvres




(3) The suction loop: suction from the preplate, reinjected to
1	 the plenum box via the suction fan.
(4) The cooling water loop for the heat exchanger: a 303X
capacity water tank, water supply, and discharge lines to
f
and from the tank, for circulation and for make-up.
l	 (5) The hot water loop: heated the preplate and recovery
walls, using two temperature-controlled water heaters.
fl-
*Cues 2 and 3 of Ref. 35.
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2.2 Hydrodynamic Aspects of the Facility
The main flow was driven by a fan which delivered air to an oblique
header that turned the tlow into a heat exchanger.	 The flow paused
'	 through the exchanger, a screen pack, and an 11:1 contraction nozzle
before entering the tunnel test region. 	 Details of the screen pack and
nozzle can be found in Ref. 44.	 Flow exited the test region into a
plenum box, which supplied the main fan. The tunnel velocity was
controlled by changing pulleys and belts on the fan and motor, and could
be varied trom d.5 m/s to 2b m/s.
The developing region was 16.5 cm by 5b cm in cross section and -
2U0 cm long. The outer wall was straight and adjustable by pivoting
about its upstream edge so that the static pressure could be made nearly
uniform, allowing the growth of a normal flat-wall (non--accelerated)
boundary layer. A 15 cm section of the test wall in the preplate
beginning - 84 cm upstream of the start of curvature was constructed
with - 2000-1/lb inch diameter holes uniformly spaced across the span
and connected to an auxiliary fan (Fig. 2-1a) allowing boundary layer
suction. This system extended the operating domain to thinner boundary
layers and very low momentum thickness Reynolds number laminar and
transitional boundary layers. When a thick, fully turbulvat, two-
dimensional boundary layer was desired at the beginning of curvature,
the boundary layer was tripped just downstream of the nozzle. Ashen the
suction fan was operating to produce thinner boundary layers, the trip
was located downstream of the suction holes.
klthin the curved region, the flexible outer (concave) wall was
adjusted so that the static pressure on the convex teat wall followed
the desired function of streamwise distance, usually uniform. When the
static pressure on the test wall was uniform, there was no streamwise
acceleration of the inner region of the boundary layer. Cases with
acceleration were set up by trial and error until a nearly constant K
was achieved within the curve. Twenty-six 0.025-inch (0.6 mm) diameter
static pressure tap holes distributed in both the streamwise and span-
wise directions were used for these adjustments. The tunnel was main-
tained slightly above ambient pressure with the charging blower (Fig.
2-1a), which took air from the room via a filter box.	 because the
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tunnel	 was pressurize.t ,	 separation	 of the	 bouudary	 layer	 on	 ttit ,	concave
wall,	 upon entering
	
the	 curved	 region, could	 be	 prevented	 by	 discharge
Cof the	 boundary layer	 fluid	 through a series	 of	 seven	 spanwtse	 louvres.
Secondary flows	 In	 and	 dounstreem	 of the	 bend	 were	 redu:-ee
	
by	 peeling
off	 the	 stdewaII	 boundary	 lavers	 rpon entry	 to	 ttu	 bend,	 by using side-
wall	 slots within
	
the	 bend,	 and	 by	 installing	 boundary
	 layer	 fences	 on





	 tlow	 control	 was developed	 by	 J.	 C.	 l;illis.	 11 ►e
details
	 of the	 evolution	 and	 a	 more thorough	 discussion	 of	 the	 final
design are presented	 in	 Ret.	 35.
'Me recovery region wets a straight tunnel of dimensions 15 cm by 53
i,	 cm and aliproxiniately 125 cm long. 	 boundary layer fences continued down-
stream of the curve for the first b0 cm of recovery length.
7T ►e outer walls were constructeJ so that protlle data could be
taken at five stations in the develo,ifng region, six stations within the
curve, and six stations within the recovery region. Stations typically
had seven spanwlse positions for checking two-dimensionaltty.
2.3 heat Transfer Aspects of the-F_acilit1
Il ►e test wall was constructed of copper and eegmented and instru-
mented so th.tt the local teat flux could be measured on the preplate,
tht- convexly curved wall .tad the recovery wall.
111e	 preplate
	 was	 divided into 48	 segments, each	 2.ti	 cm	 loco;	 in
tIce
	 streamwise	 direction	 and each instrumented with	 an	 embedded	 iron-
constantan
	 thermocouple.	 Pie last 24	 segments were	 heated	 with	 circu-
lating hot water (Fig. 2-1b) and were instrumented for direct heat flux
measurement. Each segment consisted of a 3 mm thick copper plate backed
with 3-0.5 mm thick bakelite sheets, the center one containin; a silver-
constantan thermopile at the centerline location. The thermopile signal
was correlated with heat flux by calibration (sec Appendix C for cali-
fbration details).
	 11ie heated water circulated through a 1.2 X 2.5 cm
copper waveguide channel behind the bakelite sheets. This wall was con-
structed	 in 1960 and had been used in the studies of Refs. 43 through
41.	 Although the circulating water was isothermal, a film buildup over
++
	 the years prevented Llie test wall from being perfectly isothermal.
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SID 'III segment - to- segment temperature dIIt ere nces existed, typi:a!ly
smaller than 0.2%. which resulted in scatter of the Stanton number data
of approximately 2X. This scatter was not considered in the uncertainty
analysis.	 'llie plate-to-plate streamwlse conductance for each gap within
the preplate was measured dut ing tit-- heat t lux meter calibration. 'ITtese
valuer were then used in the data-reduction program to correct for small
plate-to-plate heat flows.
111e convex wall was constructed of b mm thick copper stock seg-
mented Into 5 cm lengthm in the streamwise direct i on. Each segment was
electrically heated, allowing steady-state measurement of the spanwlse-
averaged wall heat flux by energy-balance techniques. W to reduction
included correction for: plate-to-pl.tte heat conduction, looses to the
support assembly, and radiation losseb. 'Me Mate-to-plate conductances
were calculated. trap conductances at the ends of the plates and for the
pre plate/curve and curve/recovery wall gaps were measured during preltar­
inary testtt where the temperature .trop across the gap under study was
made art i f is t..l ly large and the other heat flow paths were insulated or
controlled to zero AT. 'llte power delivered Lo each plate, less correc-
tions for other losses, was presumed to be conducted across the gap with
the measured a1'. Gap-conductance uncertainties were Incorporated into
the uncertainty analysis; they are typically small contributors to the
overall uncertaint y .	 The 14 segments of the curved wall were supported
by ten circumterential phenolic ribs.
	
11ie ends of the ribs were held by
it large aluminutu t rime.	 'I'lie curve wait 	 by first adding altuuinum ribs
(see Fig. 2-2) for additional support then turning the entire assembly
while cutting the 90' arc with it 	 cutting tool.	 Aft:r the
machining operation, the alwnintau support ribs and ride rail spacers
were removed. The center used for the machining operation was part of
the trame and was the center of rotation of tit arr, used for traversing
the various boundary layer probes. The heating elements for each curved
wall segment were two 4b cm lengths of Ak; dlli chromel w i re embedded
into parallel heater grooves and epoxy-bonded. At one end of each
plate, the two embedded wires were connected by a large copper bus bar
and at the other end were connected to the output terminal of a variable
transformer. The overall heater resistance was about b 11.
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ro have well-stabilized power to the plates, ttie bullding power war
passed through twe voltage regulators tit 	 nit. output of the see-
s	 and regulatur was connected to the input of d step-dowtr transturmer.
l	 71tis reduced the voltage to typicslly - 4U vultti At.. 	 Next In line were
poweratats that controlled each test plate power. III Is AIrdngement al-
lowed Individual control of the power over a ride range with accuracy.
All electrical power cables were enclosed inside conduct to minimize in-
( erterence wit it
	
ruwent at tote cables.	 A swl t hing arrant;ernent. permit-
tad the Insert fail 	 a precIsiun wattmeter Lilt(: each circuit .
tunstr tic ted into the test facility but not used for the present
study was a s y stem for injecting; 1 cm diameter disc re• te bets at sir
t hrutWh t he last 13 places of t he curved wal I at a SU' In lent tun angle .
Ilrest wi l l be used In future curved-waI l , f i lm-cuul ins; expel iiuents I 4




For the present 4ttidy, the injection holes were filled with balsa wood
plugs befure the surfa • e was r;.tnded and polished.
t%ach plate	 had three	 iton-Coilsia lit ..t1 t tit : rmucoupicx dixtrI but ed
at , russ the span for redundancy and to detect sp.euwise variation of
temperature.	 Fur most cases, the output of the three thermocouples .tam
nearly the same, Indicating two-dimenstondlity, but for cabet, where
transltfail occurred within	 he curved section, Itie convective heat
transfer coett i t- i t - ti t 	 war; slgniticantIy higher neat 	 the ends o  the
plates where corner secondary flows promoted earlier tr. ► nsttf oil . Fur
these cases, a simple spanwitie heat-conduction model was necer,eary that
could be used to estimate the centerline heat tIux tram the measured
spanwise average heat flux.	 Ilits model was tested by comparisoo to
meas,erements of centerline	 heat flux using stick-un heat t lux maters
(see Section 2.5.c).	 Although this correction was timall for cases where
transition was complete at the beginning of the curve, it was used in
reducing the data of all the heat transfer runs. 	 the uncerta lilt y of
this correction was included in the overall uncertainties given In
Appendix G.
	
Ilse embedded thermocouples were laid into milled slots so
that there was a long contact length (L/U > 20) to minimize cunducttun
error, following the techniques of Moffat 1441 .	 Ilse al • mrtntm trame sec-
tion near the ends of the copper plater: was heated with hot circulating
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water
	 to	 miniwIzt- and	 lushes. Itee
	 copper	 tuba• !` lur	 du:tlnx	 tlrls	 heatlnp.
water	 were crushed against
	 the aItuminen	 with	 the slde-rail	 blocks	 shown
in	 Fig.	 2-2.	 (lee side-ralI, frame,	 and	 tube aaaewbly	 was	 tilled	 with
high-conductivity gredse	 before cruahIng.	 11re large	 supiwrt	 dream	 wit 
heated	 with	 patch heaters	 that were	 cont rulled to	 it	 apecIIled	 tempera-
ture•.
71te recovery wal l wits t he same as t he preplate wdl I, no that the
test surt at,
 e vas svwmetrIc about the center of 	 he curve,
To LnIniwIze the radiation heat trJllstvr from the heated copper
walls, they were sanded with progretisively tiner sandpaper then polished
with commercial copper polish. Alter polishing, the surtace was shiny
enough that detalls of the surruundiugs could be examined in the reflec-
tion on the surtace. The surtace •
 was regularly polished to remove oxide
buildup.	 Wth these prerdutiuns, the surtace emissivity wits held to in
estimated 0.05 to 0.15.
2.4 Instrumentation for- gdrodynamic Measurerneiits
Mean velocity profile measurements were taken using a total pres-
sure probe and well static pressure ports. Me outside diameter of the
total pressure probe was 0.1 mm. The wall- static pressure and tutal-to-
static pressure dttteren:es were read tram a Stnt ham model PM-91 trans-
ducer calibrated to assure linearity to within t 0.25% of tull-scale
output.	 Output wait
	 with a licwlett-Packard integrating digital
voltmeter model 24010 using a 33-second integration time.	 Before each
test, a twu-- point recallbration against a CA)wbist micromanometer was
made.	 Pressure ditterences less thati approximately 0.25 mm of water
were read directly u I f ttee WmbIst micromanometer. 	 In the curved
region, ttie static pressure was read at the • wall.	 'Ilse local velocity





	 Pt(n)	 was the measured local total pressure and 	 Ps( n) 	 the
local static pressure, was calculated .rom Psw as
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Flow angles were medsured with a Wtirad probe constructed with 45"
bevels and an indicator to measure relative angler. 	 (L nvergence angles
in ttic buundary layer were referenced to the potential core flow
direction it ttie sAme stredmwitie and spanwise poe:iti Oil . 	 Tlie uncertainty
of the ongle measurement was an estimated 1". The differential pressure
across ttie two tubes of the probe was sensed with the Statham PM-91
transducer and read with the livwlett-Packard Model 24010 integrating
digital voltmeter.
2.5 Instrtunentatio n f or Beat Transfer Measurement*
a . Tem ?erdture Measurements
All	 temperature measurements were taken with iron-constantan
thermocouples, except for the boundary layer tr.iversfng thermocouple,
which was chrumel-constantan. Samples of the curved section tron-
constantan thermocouples and the traversing chrumel-constantan thermu-
couple were calibrated against a W wlett-Packard ()uartz 'Iliermumeter,
which was accurate to within O.U2°C. 	 The samples of iron-constantan
showed the samt calibration curve, at the beginning of the data-taking
an(i near the end, to within U.UH°C. The calibration curves and the
uncertainty of calibration were incorporated into the data-reduction
p rog rain .
Tlie embedded thermocouples in the preplate and recovery wall were
calibrated at operating temperature by referencing them to a calibrated
sample of iron-constantan wire. Ibis was done by taping the reference
wire onto the copper plate section over the thermocouple to be calibra-
ted, then pressing a 2.5 cm thick by 15 cm wide by 53 cm high layer of
styrotoam over the thermocouples so that they were centered.	 Out aide
r
	
	 the styrotodm was a full-area patch heater which was controlled so that
the temperature difference across the styrotoam was less than ~ 0.1C.
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Alter about 10 minutes, the entire assembly reached thermal equllltrlum,
with no tewperattirr gradient acrunte the copper and alr gip separating
the two thermocouple functions.
	 'I1ir calibration for rash thermocouple
tit
	 preplate and recovery wall wan then taken and lncurporated into
the data-reduction program.
All the thermocouple wires were brought together into an Isothermal
zone at the back of the console panel, w.hrre they were connected to
rotary thermocouple nelector switches leading to the display of the
signal through a Hewlett-Packard digital voltmeter, Model i465H. to
avoid temperature gradients along ttie thermocouple wires, they were in-
serted into 1/8-in. polyflo tuhing for a port ton of their length and a
we•tdi cable tray thermally ins.ildted oil 	 inside for the remali,der.
The foot. hermal zone box was lined Inside with U 
	
iron copper sheets to
conduct away local hot spots and insulated on the outside wtth altimIttum
toil-backed rock wool insulattun.
	 Al alenLi1MM tree-standing radiation
shield vas inserted between the Isothermal zone box and power equipment
In the lab. We diagnostic ttermuplle was installed from corner to
corner within the zone boa to test for thermal gradients. The output of
this thermopile was typically less than 3-4 NV and never larger than y
WV	 (-- U.1°(:).	 All the lrun-coastdutan thermocouples shared the same
Ice bath reference junctlun.
Temperature traverses were made with a chromel-constantan thermo-
couple probe constructed with U.u8 mm wire and designed for winlmum
conductiun error 15U1. 'flits probe was calibrated against the quartz
thermometer and measured temperature of the flowing stream wiLb all
 
uncertainty of t U.U8C. Processing of the traverse data included
cor,ectiun for viscous heating, folluwing Wt. tat 1511, and for the
etfects on fluid properties of temperature and humidity. The output was
reaa on d W wlett-Packard integrating digital voltmeter Model 2401°C.
b.	 Lmbedded Neat Flux Meters
Sut:ace heat flux for each preplate or recovery wall section
measured with a heat flux meter Installed between bakellte lamina
behind each 0.3 mm thick copper plate segment. Each meter is 5 cm wl
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and 0.4 mm thick and is wound with multiple silver-constantan therms.
piles to measure temperature difference across its thickness.
r
The embedded heat flux meter calibration was done with a specially
constructed calibration heater. Power to the heater was measured with a
Sensitive Research Galvan-_)metric type precision wattmeter. After call-
bratlon, the heat flux meter constant was known to an estimated uncer-
tainty of t 3%. Details of the calibration and the uncertainty estimate
are given in Appendix C. The heat flux meter output was connected to a
selector switch via shielded instrument wire.	 Tlie output was read on a
Hewlett-Packard digital voltmeter model 346511.
C.	 Stick-0n Heat Fl ux Met ers
-
Stick-on heat flux meters were used for spanwise uniformity studies
and for coarse verification of the ins'.alled instrumentation. They were
multi-junction copper-constantan thermopiles laminated into 0.08 mm
thick sheets of Myl.ar and were attached with double-stick plastic tape.
Since they were detachable, they could be moved from place to place
during a test. They measured local heat flux with an estimated uncer-
tainty of 5-10X. Though they were calibrated with the same procedure as
with the embedded ,Deters (App. C), the calibration changed slightly with
each sticking and removing cycle--hence the larger uncertainty.
d.	 El ectr ic- Power
Power delivered to each plate of the curved section was measured
with a single Sensitive Research galvanometric type precision AC watt-
meter by switching it into the power circuit of each plate, one at a
time.	 The wattmeter was calibrated in a DC mode against a standard
to w.-thin 0.05 watt.
	 The wattmeter calibration was incorporated into
the data-reduction program. 	 A correction was made within the data-
reduction program for the wattmeter insertion losses.
	
This correction
is discussed in detail to Ref. 44.
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2.11 tjtlltl II ication of the Facility--Hydrodynamics
A Metal led discussion of the hydrodynamic yual it It-tit ion of tilt .
 t low
with present cd by Gi I I in and John aton I J't I. Important points are stemma
I .
 
I xed be' ow .
1114 . putout ill  t low lu the developing region was tound to ht b
 untturm
to veloc i t y to t ypical ly ! Oil't percent , and t he level ut t urbul4.nre-
t lit enaity
it'
w.1µ typically 14,ss than 11.52.	 1114, spanwise variation of the momentum
thirkncss at the beginning of curvature was typically l4,ss thalt t 54.
Wit-re-ver there la streamline curvature, there is it cross--stream
pr4,ssulc gradi4,nt.	 It tilt- flow to to a tunnel ul unite JtmcnslonS,
t it µ pressure grad l4,nt wt 11 acrclerate boundary layer t laid on t he skit-
will Is I 1 om t h4, cuncaVc Surf arc t o tilt , convex .	 tit ream) 1 nes on tilt , convul,
Surtarc 1114 , 11 toad to converge toward the cent a , rlllit- as the secondary
tluws cont lnu4, their e lit ral. 	 titnvergIng tit ream lltics arc InevItabIv. the
J1 • µ Igne • I of	 t he curved t un11c l must make t b y
 convergence ac t- t . l it All y
.4m.11 1 .	 tanverg4,nce angles, measured with a Wnrad probe, were 2" over
t 114, rc p t r:a 1 span of 13 cm and Tess t han 5" over a span of 2't :u1 .
tit reaml 1114, convergence' became peri opt ible after about t)O' of :urvat ure,
a11J c011tinu4,d to grow throughout the remal lid vr of the curve, then l it,
 r-
ststaid down the recovery wall. An Integral momentum b it
 Iitnev using
curved t low de  flat tons of the integral par amt ,
 t4,rS suggested by Ikln.tmi
152 1 was presented In Ket . 37 and showed , 1 .-:sure to within 54 !or file
halt-I the case. 'llie int luence of secondary flow Is sevu predominant ly 111
the wake Iegi.,n of the boundary layer and is expected not to int luenc4.
signiticantly the wall - measured data or exIra lit) l it t ion s Irom the lug
region to the wall.
2.7 QtlalII ication of the Facilit --fieat Transfer
-	 —	 -- -- ---- -----
'Ille tIow In the developing reg:on was found to h4. kill tturill in
temperature to within 0.05C. It was monitored runttuuously durin t; each
run and controlled constant to within o.o5C. Temperature control of the
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tunnel air was achieved by dumping a portion u 	 the• water circulating
through the heat exchanger and Ieplentshi , rg wtlh make-up water trom it
cold-water supply main.	 'lire spanwise uniturmity of the heated boundary
+	
layer at the introduction of curvature watt checked by measuring the
I
local heat flux with i* tick-on heat-tlux meters and by measuring the
local enthalpy thickness at various spanwise statIons. 11re enthalpy
thickness non-unitormity was less than 3 5X, and the local heal- flux
non- uniturmity was of the order oI, or less thin the uncertainty of ttie
meter.
lrithtn the curved region, thermocouples distributed across the span
of each plate Indicated that spanwise nun-u ,rttormity of the wall tem-
perature was typically lass than 0.111C and as low as 0.03C when preplate
wall suction was applied.	 Spanwise uniturmity of the heat flux within
the bend with tested with the stick-on heat-I lux meters. 	 In tine first
half of the bend, the heat flux was uniform to within the uncert.tinty of
the stick-on heat tlux meter.	 In the last hall of curvature, it spiral
vortex driven by secondary tlow spilling over the top of each boundary
layer tence vas observed by using a tuft oil a wand.
	
'ibis vortex was
centered about. 1 cm inboard oI the t ence and about :r cm awa y from the
wall.	 Kka sit rements o  the local heat IIux using the• stick-on heat-t lux
meters (Fig. 2-3) indicated that these vortices were aul;menting tine heat
transter over a 2 cm span at the end of each segment . 'lliese vortices
are nut. helieved to have tniluenced the average heat flux higniticantly,
what little intluence they may have had rhould have been accounted for
by the spanwise conduction correction model Incorporated into the data-
reduction program.	 In tile• atterplate, the tences were located inboard 4
cm from the walls to catch this vortex, break it up, and contain it be-
tween the fence and the wall.
	 Me corner vortices are not believed to
have lntluenced the atterplate data signiticantl y , since these d,tta were
taken with heat flux meters embedded at the wall centcrspan.	 A conduc-
tion analysts on the wall showed that the 3 mm thick copper plate sepa-
1
	
	 rating the heat flux meter from the air averaged the heat f lux over an
ettective span of only about H cm of the 40 cm tence-to-tence total
I .	 span.
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Stare two different techniques were being timed to measure thy
average heat flux, it seemed appropriate to measure, am a means of
qualification, the heat flux on the preplate, curve, and recovery walls
with a common instrument, i.e., it stick-on heat flux meter. bring a
representative run, thl. stick-on heat flux meter was moved progress-
ively from the last of the preplate to the first ut the curve, the last
of the curve, and the first of the recovery wall. It was found that the
built-in instruments and stick-on meters agreed to within their uncer-
taintiem.
Pie effect of small secondary flows on the wall-measured data or
data found by extrapolation trum the log region to the wall is expecLed
to be minimal. An earlier design of the boundary layer fences allowed
convergence angles in the recovery region that were about S0X more than
those for the final design.	 Stanton number data taken before and after
the modification were the same to within their uncertainty, indicating
nu significant sensitivity to small -, ,!condary [lows. Secondary flows
slightly intIuence the wake regions of ttie thermal and hydrodynamic
boundary layers, however, making an integral energy or momentum balance
along the tunnel centerline difficult.
Further qualification of the Stanton number data was made by com-
parison to the mean temperature profiles for the baseline cases. Theme
profiles extended into the conduction layer to 	 n+	values as low as
4.0.	 They followed the curve
	 T+ . Pr n+	(see Fig. 3-3), indicating
accurate values of wall and tluid temperatures, Stanton number, and skin





where T was taken a distance n away from the wall near n +	b.5.
1'his local heat flux was then used to calculate tie local Stanton
number, which was within 5% of the wall-measured values for all the
stations except the last station of the recovery region, where the
gradient-calculated value was - 9Z higher.
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At, Stanton numher data were re lit , atabir within their uncertainty
band.
	 11 ►e baseline case was the last case run of the 15 ranee; diecuet'ed
herein.	 11 ► e t t r s t (jualitled case to be run wits ostensibly the same
case, but vas romplvted eight months prior to the baseline case'. Al-
though the tunnel had been net up in many dtIIcrent contigurattona in
the interim, the Stanton number data for the two cases were the same to
within )%.
2.8 The Enerdy Balance
A tinal all-inclusive test of tilt , hydrodynami: and heat transfer
measurcmentti is the energy balance. 11 ► 1n was performed by taking de-
tailed wall measurements and velocity and temperature profile measure-
me a nt s whi l	 t he r ig was caret ill ly cont rol led to t he same steady - atat e
coed t t ions .	 11te w. ► 1 I measurement s taken at each wit l l segment are shown
in Fii;. 11 .4.	 11re • energy balance data are tabulated in Appendix G as





Table 2.1 shown the excess tlowing energy ill 	 boundary
layer per meter of span for various st ream-di sebrat ions:
	
u(i-1 ) do	 -	 He	 v ► (' (T --T )a'	 Am N w °'fo
11 ► is w. ► s calculated for each of the spanwise positions bv: (l) inte-
grating tilt, velocity and temperature profiles and (2) integrating the
energy integral equation in tt ► e at reamwise direction using wall-measured
values of heat tlux. It all measurements were perfectly certain and the
streamlines were pt , rtvctIy parallel, the agreement het weed the two meth-
ods would he exact .
	
11 ► e overall closure was 93%.	 This is reasonable, the closure toi
the moment ►nn balance for the same case (351 was 95X, which is considered
good 1371.	 Closure for the first 80% of the curve is better than 93%,
indicating secondary flow effects only on the profiles taken downstref:m
of the curve. This secondary t low eftect is expected to be oil wake
region of the prottles and is expected to have no significant effect on




S	 (cm)	 -35 10 41 61 119
Flowing
Energy	 (KJ/sec-m) 130 520 78°





0.227 0.506 0.663 0.746 0.981
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1	 THE EXPER IM.NTAL RESULTS
The following chapter first discusses  representative heat trans-
fer run in some detail, then presents results of Investigations of sepa-
rate effects: cases similar to the baseline case but with varying values
of a particular parameter.
3.1 The lbseline Case
The baseline case is a fully turbulent boundary layer responding to
the introduction of, then withdrawal of, convex curvature subject to
uniform wall ste_ic pressure and temperature. !)eta from this case are
shown in Figs. 3-1 through 3-5.
3.1.1 Stanton Number versus Streamwise'stance
Figure 3-1 shows the local Stanton number versus distance in the
streamwise direction for a ratio of boundary layer thickness-to-radius
of curvature of	 6 99 /K - U.10.	 The wall static pressure coefficient on
(	 the test surface,	 Cp , was held constant to within = O.U2 and the wall-
ti	 to-freestream temperature difference, nominally 11°C, was held constant
to wi t hin f O.b°C.	 The Reynolds number based on momentum thickness at
the LegJnning of curvature was 4113, and the shape factor was 1.41, in-
dicat!%ig a mature turbulent boundary layer. The uncertainty of the
Stanton number data was typically 3.3X, A .8%, and 3.5% for the upstream
developing region, the curved region, and the recovery region, respec-
tively. These typical values are shown in Fig. 3-1. The 95X certainty
band for each data point is listed wit`: the data in Appendix G for all
the cases discussed. The uncertainty analysis is presented in Appendix
A. Small differences in temperature from segment to segment introduce
variations In local Stanton number which appear as scatter. These vari-
ations are not considered in evaluating the uncertainty intervals.
Figure 3-1 shows that the effect of curvature on the heat transfer
rate is quite dramatic. The wall heat flue decreases - 15% when the
curvature is introduced and continues to decrease within the bend so
that, at the end of the 90° curve, the Stanton number is - 35-40% below
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the value tint would be expected on a flat wall (dashed line). 	 The
recovery of the heat trans!er rates on the flat wall duwne.tream of the
bend is extremely slow. 	 At ter 6U cm of recovery length, the Stanton
number is still _ 15Z below the flat-plate expected value.	 This beha-
vior is the Name ab that of the skin friction shown .n Fig. 1-3.
It Reyuulds analugy held, the behaviur of the turbulent transport
of t tic rwaI energy	 (v'0)
	
would be similar to that of the Reynolds
shear stress	 (-u'v ► )	 weasured by Gillis and Juhnaton (351, Fig. 1-1.
The shear stress prottle at the beginning of curvature is dramatically
altered. The shear stress is essentially shut ut: in the outer part of
the boundary layer and reduced In the inner l..yer, resulting in reduced
wall shear and heat flux and a steepening of the velocity and tempera-
ture profiles at the wall. Note also, IrUm the shear-btress profiles
(Fig. 1-7), that the turbulent mixing activity returns very slowly to
flat-plate values in the recovery region--hence the slow recovery of
skin friction and Stanton number.
3.1 .2 Stanton . Number versus tnthaley Thickness Reynolds Number
There exists a definite relationship 13b1 between the Stanton num-
ber and the enthalpy thicknebs Reynolds nmber for .. fully turbulent
boundary layer on a flat plate with uniform wall temperature and static
pressure and no unheated starting-length effect. 	 This relationship is
shown in Fig. 3-2, along with the data from the present baseline case.
The preplate data Join this correlation as the unheated starting length
ettect disappears, but, when curvature Is introduced, the data begin to
drop below the currelation.
	
Shows ► also in Fig. 3-2 is the equivalent
correlation for a laminar boundary layer. 	 The slope of the laminar
boundary layer correlation is -1.0, which is the same as the elope for
the turbulent curved-wall data. 11iis would lead one to think that sta-
bilizing convex curvature is causing something similar to - relaminariza-
tion," a name used to connection with strongly accelerated 'urbulent
boundary 'ayers 13tb1. Turbulence measurements by Gillis and Johnston
1351 and others, show that the curved turbulent boundary layer is still
very much a turbulent boundary layer, but one in which the production of
turbulence is contained to a thinner layer than it the streamlines were
not curved.	 Their mean velocity profiles [351 also show no lasting
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t.
growth of the viscous sublayer with convex curvature. *
 Iherefore,
though the St versus Red
2 
trace appears similar to that of a laminar
boundary layer, the boundary layer is not laminar nor is the sublayer
growing significantly within the curve. In the recovery region, Fig. 3-
,,	 2 shows the Stanton number slowly returning to the flat-plate corre-
lation.	 After a sufficient downstream distance, the curvature effect
1	 becomee distant history and data should once again fall on the corre-
lation (similar to the disappearance of the unheated stating length
effect).	 Comparing the data to the flat-plate correlation of	 St
versue	 Red
2	
seems a reasonable way of determining the degree of
recovery from curvature. 	 The Red
2	
correlation of Fig. 3-2 is based
upon local conditions, whereas the	 Re x	correlation of Fig. 3-1
based upon the virtual origin of the turbulent boundary layer, wUch is
permanently altered by curvature. 	 Viewing the data In terms of	 St
versus Red 
2 
allows one to see the effect of curvature without
contamination by Reynolds number effects. Figure 3-2 shows that, at the
end of the recovery section, the local Stanton number is still - 20%
below the flat-plate correlation.
3.1.3 Mean Temperature Profiles
Figure 3-3 si,:,wG representative temperature profiles expressed in
inner coordinates. One profile is taken irom the preplate region, one
at the beginning of the curve, four from the curved region, and four
from the recovery region. The first profile in the recovery region was
taken only 1.6 cm downstream of the end of the 90° bend. The profiles
show that the effect of curvature is to increase the strength of the
wake region. This is seen as a steepening of the temperature profiles
in the outer part of the boundary layer. Curvature apparently does not
result in a noticeable lasting change of the thickness of the conduction
layer.
Since the mean velocity profiles (Fig. 1-4) had a discernible log
region, both within the curved region and the recovery region, and since
*There appears to be a small, rapid increase of the sublayer thick-
ness, followed by a quick return to normal as curvature is introduced
[3j].
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local Ke , ynolds analogy is expected to be approximately true .	 eM/`If ,
1.0 (31^, one would expect the temperature protIles to have a lug region
as well. Figure 3-3 shows that there is indeed a log- linear region of
the temperature Prot Iles, though It becomes quite small within tale curve
(ab with the mean velocity protIIes). 	 The thermal lak-Of-the-wall ex-
pression which was used is.
Pr	 +
T+ 	-	 13.2 Pr + `Kt in 13.2
	
lK^ t . 36)	 (1 )
'n,Is expression was derived for it 	 tlat-wall turbulent boundary
layer.	 Stare the Stanton i ►uwber and skin friction coefficients are
measured Independently, the only unknown available with which to torte
Eqn. (1) into the da; a I	 the average turbulent Prandtl number.	 '11ie
log-region dashed lines tit 	 3-3 are from Eqn. (1), which tits ac-
ceptably wk-11 the lug-linear region or each profile, except the one
taken	 1.6 cm downstream of the end of the curve. 'flits boundary layer
is apparently not fn equilibrium	 'lluc mean velocity profiles used tit
deducing	 C 1 /2	 for Eqn. (t) (and making it 	 correction to the
indicated temperature) were measured in the heated boundary layer with it
pitot tulle.	 I1Le- turbulent Prandtl neunbers used to match	 Eqn. (1) to
the y data are plotted versus streamwise distance In Fig. 3 - 4.	 Ttte intro-
duction of ctir y
 ,: ure causes it 	 increase in the turbulent Prandtl
nwnber, as predicted by K.M.C. So 131 J . '11ic rise III when curva-
ture is introduced is partly due to the disappearance of a weak unheated
starting length effect and partly due to the Introduction of curvature,
so that the curvature effect would be slightly smaller than the tutal
ettect shown fit
	 3-4.	 Shown also are	 Pr 	 values tound with the
same technique, but for the case 6 99 /K ' 0.05. It is expected that the
unheated starting length effect is insignificantly small by the first
potnt (S - -35 cm) for the 6 99 /K - 0.05 case and by - 30" of cur-
vature for the 699/K - 0.10 case.
Me effect of the withdrawal of curvature on the turbulent Prandtl
number is qutte dramatic. W.en the turbulent activity begins to in-
crease near the wail and propagate outward (as shown in Figs. 1-6 and
1-7), the transport of thermal energy apparently increases faster than
the transport of momentum. 	 It's not unreasonable to expect to violation
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of Reytiolds Analogy with ttits rapidly changing bound:tt y Liver, since tht-
I
twit) yuAnt It his in the cat to
	 ' M / ► It	 kit , fundamental Iv diI Ierent , otit , it
st- AIAr And thc • otter it v ve tor.	 It is remar k it bIv, howevet , that this
violation persists so tAC downst1Vdin 	 like trend is Similar to Ihat seen
in the strongly decelerating, )hut attached, turbulent boundar y laver and
I	
is Crpratrd for the d yy /K - l).l)ti rASr.
l
3.1 . i Energy FlnlAnce
Since both detailed plot iles :tad detailed wall data were taken for
this exitmple rase, all the terms in the energy lntegial etyuatton (Appen-
C	 dix M) :tre available.
A check on t he dat a with made by comilat- tng t he gruwt h of t he tin-
t halpy t hickness Kevnolds ntunlivi , as calculated I rum t he en4,i gV flit ii-grit l
eyuat toll , to the tint 11.11pv thickness tu • ynolds ntimbel S for each profile.
'like comparison, big. 3-5, shows that they : ► gret- to within	 tlh.	 1114,
largest contributor to (tie lack of Jig rt• 4,mc• nt	 is the tntlueuce tut the
small vecondary ! It)wS on the Wilke of the bottnd.icy layet , is prc•vluuSly
d l s ' . its . Secondary t l ows conve.'t t hermit l energv t .)wadi t he t tknne l
centerline on the convex wall, resulting In higher measured enthalpy
thicknesses than predicted by integrating the energy etluatton along the
centerline streamline. h;rt • ement within y '. th uv.ison.thl y jilt. Second -
ar y flows are not expertt-d to signiI i. • rint ly lilt luenc4, the wall--measured
St ant on nunkber or tlit- putt ions tit the lit oItIvs bet weer tht- wriII and the
wake.
1114, tol lowing St I Cttous prevent several studlet: made to tuvesIigatI,
se par.it4, p.tr.tmeters.	 IX-act , tptors of the base• llne case and cases in the
101luwtng studies +ire presented to Dible .1-1.
3.2
	
like hit t4,: t o  t he lilt till Boundary Ili er ll ► tc kness
niree cases were roml)Aved t or t 111 s St udv : t h4, base. 11lie cAse 044/K
(0-0) - 0.1o), it case wit h	 6 9 y/K (U -U) - 0.0'),	 And a t bird caSt' wit 11
d y9 /R (tt -0) - 11.02 (see i•'tg. 3-b).
	
111e data upstream of the curve dlt-
ter slightl y for the three cases because they
	
have diIterent virtu.tI
origins (Reynolds nttmber ettect). 	 i.'itht I the curve, the data	 (Fig.
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first evidence of the way in which convex curvature organizes the data.
The parameter 6 99 /x, labeled the "strength of curvature," has been used
as a curved-wall flow descriptor 121. Figure 3-6 slows that, within tilt-
range 0.02 ♦ 6 99 /K (0 - U) % 0.10 and for the conditions tested, there
is only it weak dependence on 6 99 /R (ti - 0) as viewed tit 	 coordi-
natele.
It the stredmwise distance were scaled on the radius of curvature
or shear layer thickness,
	 SsI,
	 the above conclusion about the effect
of	 6 99	 would again hold.
	
It the streamwise distance were scaled on
the boundary layer thickness (either the local value or the value at the
beginning of the curve), one would reach it
	
dttterent conclusion.
It the abscissa were
	 5/6 94
	the case with larger	 would have the
abscissa compressed relative to those with smaller 	 6.	 (Act , would then
cone Itide that, for cases of larger 6 49 (0-0)/R,	 the ettect of curvature




becaue.t. the slope of
St	 versus	 S/6 99 (N-0)	 is steeper.
	
Al this point, there is no strong
reason to choose one scaling length over rho others, so the data art-
let t tit 	 of the dlmensiunal yudntlty 	 ..S
Figure 3-7 shows these data recast in the coordinates tit	 versus
enthalpy thickness Reynolds number.
	 Eventually the Stanton number data
for	 all	 three
	




of	 the	 6 94 /R	 -	 0.10	 and	 0.05	 cases	 rapidly	 approach the
-1	 sloped	 line	 at	 the	 start	 of	 cuurvature.	 Because	 the	 cases	 of 09911,
-	 0.10	 and	 0.O5	 immediately
	 enter	 tilt .	asymptotic	 state,	 they	 can be
considered
	 to	 represent	 strong	 curvature.	 It	 appears	 that,	 once the
curvature	 is	 sutticiently
	 strong„	 the	 parameter	 6 94 /K	 is	 of	 minimal
further	 significance.	 Lillis	 and Johnston
	 1351	 found	 that	 611/K	 - 0.O3





it	 no	 other	 parameter
	 were	 changed	 tram	 its	 test value
but
	 6 99 /R,	 cases
	 with	 6 99 /1,	 >	 0.03	 would	 have	 their	 region of non-
zero	 u i v
	 compressed
	 to	 0.03	 K,	 whereas	 cases	 with	 6 99 /K	 < 0.03
would	 show	 continued	 growth
	 of	 the	 boundary	 layer	 until	 6991K	 - 0.03.
Tlie	 data
	 of	 the	 6 99 /1,	 -	 0.02	 case	 is	 quite	 different	 from	 the above
"strong"	 curvature	 cases.
	 The	 asymptotic	 state	 is	 reached	 much more
slowly,	 presumably	 because	 the	 initial
	 boundary	 laver	 thickness	 is less
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than the eventual shear layer thickness. 11h a abrupt introduction of
curvature results in an iewnediate decrease in Stanton number in this
weak curvature case similar to that seen for the strung curvature cases,
however.	 the minimum Stanton numbers for the three cases of Fig. 3.7
are 30-40% below the flat-wall correlation.
Within the 60 cm recovery length, the Stanton data for each case
returns to within 10-15X of the Re 	 correlation values. 1be rata of
2
return of the Stanton number to the flat -wall turbulent boundary layer
correlation seams to be prupurtionaI to the diItcrence between the local
Stanton number and the tlat-plate Stanton number for the same enthalpy
t hic kness Reynolds number .
1.3	 'llle Elfect of	 UpW
Figures 3-8 through 3-10 show the results of a study of the ettect
of Upw . Figure 3-8 shows Stanton number versus distance to the stream
wise direction for the baseline case,	 Upw . 15 in/s, and for two other
values of U pw : 7 m/s and 26 m/s. the two high-velocity cases re-
spond nearly the same (when corrected tor the Reynolds number eftect),
while the low-velocity case seems to be approaching closely to the same
state in the last 30° of the curve. Since Upw appears in the denumi-
iaator of Stanton number, this means that the wail heat flux at any posi-
tion un the curve increases almost linearly with U pw . 11ie shear stress
protiles from Gillis and .Johnston (Fig. 1-7) display ail state
for u > 60". 'Me cases of higher velocity (112779, 070280 in Fig. 3-8)
show the Stanton number data rapidly lucking into this curved Clow
state. 'Ihe lower velocity case (011280) shows the data approaching the
other data more slowly, and about 60° of the curve is needed fur the
low-velocity data to attain the curved boundary layer condition. In the
last 3U° of bend, one call 	 a very weak U hw dependence as viewed in
these coordinates; the data of the 26 m/s case (112779) is 8% below the
baseline data (070380) and the	 Upw - 7 m/s case (011380) data are 14X
above.
Me velocity that would exist at the test wall, were there no
boundary layer.
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Figure 3-10 showA a three-dimensinal plot in which Upw is used as
the third axis. This allows one to visualize the surface more easily
and provides space for insertion of a fourth case which has the interme-
diate velocity but it boundary layer thickness of	 699/K - 0.05	 (see
Table 3-1). In Fig. 3-10, the low- and high-velocity cases can each be
compared with an intermediate case of nearly the same boundary layer
thickness at the beginning of the curve, separating the effect of 699/K
from the effect of Upw.
The following paragraph exemplifies the difficulty in viewing data
In these coordinates. The Stanton number data at any given S-location
within the last 30° of bend are nearly the same for the three cases, the
lower-velocity cases yield lower Re x values and therefore higher pre-
dicted t lat-wall Stanton numbers. The t lat-wall Stanton nianber plane is
shown in Fig. 3-10 as a nearly horizontal plane.	 The lower-velocity
cases would therefore show a stronger effect of curvature in terms of
St/St o .	 The minima within the curve are 50%, 42%, and 39% below the
flat-plate correlations for	 U pw - 7, 15,	 and	 2b m/s,	 respectively.
If, in the asymptotic curved boundary layer, the Stanton number is de-
pendent upon only local conditions, as now appears to be true, the his-
tory of the development of the boundary layer upstream of the bend is
not important. Comparisons to flat-wall values in these coordinates, as
done above and commoniv done with curvature studies, are not appropri-
ate.	 The Reynolds ncunber effect muwat be separated trom the curvature
effect.
Figure 3-9 shows that the data within the curved region, for all
three cases, eventually follow a -1 relationship with Re d
2
. Careful
examination of the introduction of curvature shows that, for the low-
velocity case, the data approach this -1 	 slope in the first 30-40% of
Elie curve.	 In the mid-velocity case, the data quickly reach the 	 -1
correlation (as observed in the previous study, Fig. 3-7) at the begin-
ning of the curve. The data of the highest-velocity ca a drop below
the -1 correlation, then approach this correlation in the first 20-30°
of curvature. This seems to be the principal effect of U pw : to change
the shape of the	 St	 versus	 Red	curve without	 changing its even-
tual -1	 slope.
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Figure 3-8 or 3-lU shows that the increase in Stanton number in the
recovery region is faster in the luwer-velocity cases. The reason for
this becomes evident when the data are viewed in the coordinates of Fig.
3-4. The rite of return of Stanton number within the recovery region
appears to be proportional to the distance from the flat-plate correla-
tion (a first-order lag In these coordinates).
3.4 Effect of Freestream Acceleration
Figures 3-11 and 3-12 show the combined effects of streamwise cur-
vature and acceleration.	 7lie curved region is the only region where
there is treestream acceleration,	 K	 0.0	 for '.he preplate and recov-
ery regions. In their discussion of the accelerating boundary layer,
Kays and fluftat (38) point out that, for the asymptotic accelerated
boundary layer, the momentum thickness Reynolds n tun her reac tic s a
constant value while the enthalpy thickness Reynolds number continues to
increase. In the following study, the momentum thickness Reynolds
number at the start of curvature was within 10 of the value they gave
for the asymptotic state corresponding to the acceleration parameter
K.	 Therefore, the mementani bnoundary layer was expected to lock into
the asymptotic acceleration state at the start of curvature.
'three cases are compared for this study.
	 K - 0.0,	 U.57 x 10-b,
and
	
1.25 x 10 -6 .	 The boundary layer thickness-to-radius of curvature
ratio for all three cases was about
	
0.05.	 "Ilse	 K - 1.25 x 10 -6
	case
of Fig. 3-12 shows a different Stanton niunber trace within the curved
region than seen in ttic preceding figures or in the case of milder
acceleration.	 There apparently is an acceleration effect which is as
important as the curvature effect.
A considerable amount of work has been done on accelerating bound-
ary layers on flat walls, (e.g., Ref. 38). The following is a very
brief review: Examples of the effect of acceleration on smooth, flat-
wall boundary layers 138) for K - 0.57 x 10 -6 and K - 1.45 x 10 -6 arc
shown in Figs. 3-13 and 3-14, respectively.	 Figure 3-13 shows that
acceleration with
	 K - 0.57 x 10 6 does not signitiently influence the
heat transfer rates.
	 Figure 3-14	 shows that acceleration with	 K -
1.45 x 10 -6
	results in a dramatic dropoft
	
of the Stanton number.
,j
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This is predominantly a result of the acceleration's thickening the
viscous sublayer or conduction layer, that is, it is predominantly an
inner-region effect. Figure 3-14 shows also that, for the strung
acceleration cases studied, the slope of the Stanton number curve in
these coordinates is between -0.25 and -1.0.
The combined case of curvature and acceleration (Fig. 3-12), shows
a combination of two effects which act on different Darts of the bound-
ary layer, acceleration on the inner and curvature on the outer. 111e
.lope of Stanton number versus enthalpy thickness Keynolds number for
the case of strong curvature with strong acceleration of 	 K - 1 .2 5 x
10-6 (Fig. 3-12) is approximately -2.0, which shows tf.at both effects
are significant and the two effects are additive. 	 'It ►e case of	 K - 0.57
x 10-6	(Fig. 3-12) shows an eventual	 -1	 slope, but there appears to
be an effect of this lesser acceleration at the beginning of curvature.
A careful review of the data for this study shows an interaction of
the effects of curvature ane. acceleration.	 Figure 3-13 shows that, oil
the flat wall, acceleration with	 K - 0.57 x lo-6	 should not show an
effect of acceleration.	 Figure 3-12 shows that 	 K - 0.57 x 10-6
results in an effect of acceleration at the introduction of curvature
that apparently disappears as the expected -1	 slope appears.	 Figure
3-14 for the flat wall shuws that 	 K - 1.45 x 10-6	results in a -U.5
slope;	 a	 K	 value of	 2.5 x lU -6 would be required to have a -1.0
slope.	 Figure 3-12 shows that	 K - 1.25 x lU -6	results in a	 -.2
slope. It appears, therefore, that the curved boundary layer is more
sensitive to the growth of the conduction layer than is the tlat-wall
boundary layer. 11 ► is is similar to the interaction between acceleration
and wall suction (381.
3.5 Effect of Unheated Starting Length
Figures 3-15 and 3-16 show the effect of the location of the begin-
ning of heating with respect to (1) the virtual origin of the turbulent
momentum boundary layer and (2) the beginning and ending of curvature.
The first comparison is to show that the unheated starting length
is not influencing the studies already discussed. Cases 070280 and




Case 070280 has heating beginning 154 cm downstream of the
virtual origin of the turbulent momentum boundary layer, whereas case
060480 has heating beginning 24 cm upstream.	 the two cases are there-
fore quite difterent in unheated starting length. Figure 3-16 shuwa
that, even for case 070280, where the unheated starting length is most
severe, the effect of the unheated starting length disappears quickly
and is gone before curvature is introduced, tile- Stdntov number data are
on the correlation. Differences III Staihtou number data from case to
case for all the ca g es discussed thus tar, theretore, cannot be attrib-
uted to the unheated starting length ettect.
The second comparison is to show the effe:t of starting; a thermal
boundary layer inside of a well-developed turbulent momentum boundary
layer in the vicinity of the curved section.
LAse 113079 of Figs. 3-15 and 3-1b shown the effect of curvature
where the thermal boundary layer began at the y start of curvature. When
curvature is introduced, the production of turbulence is cuniined to the
inner part of the boundary layer, effectively reducing the scale of the
layer.	 In the cases where heating begins within the curve, it is rea-
sonable to asstunt • that much of Lite added thermal energy is contained
within the inner (active) region. 	 If this is so, Lite thermal energy is
nut allowed to mix effectively to the outer region and tile• Stanton num-
ber drops fast at first, then quickly levels off. When viewed in the
coordinates of Fig. 3-16, the data of the two cases where heating began
upstream tit the curve (cases 070280 and 060480) eventually reach the
presumed asymptotic state characterized by the line of 	 -1	 slope.	 In
the case where heating began at the beginning of curvature, the data
again attain this -1 sloped line as well. Using the above scenario,
this condition was eventually reached when Lite inner layer received a
sufficient amount of thermal energy to establish an asymptotic tempera-
ture profile. Fig. 3-16 shows that the recovery for this case is
similar to that of cases U70280 and 06U48U characterized by a rate of
return proportional to the difference between the local Stanton number
and the cohrelation.
Case 030280 had the same hydrudymamic boundary layer as 113079, but
the heating began at the beginning of Lite recovery section.	 Ir, this
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case, the thermal boundary layer began to grow as the shear layer of the
Gillis and Johnston model began to recover to flat-wall cond't ions . Ili#-
data finally attained a trajectory where its return to the correlation
of Fig. 3-lb was at about the same rate as seen for the other casts, and
was slower than would be expected in a normal flat-wall boundary layer.
There Is evidence from this study that the state of the tlow
outside of the shear layer is not important in the recovery process. A
comparison of cases 070280 and 030280 shows that they recover similarly
after the unheated starting length effect of case 030280 disappears.
liowever, the distributions of the thermal energy within the recovering
layers far the two cases are quite different. CAse 01U28U, in which
heating began within the preplate region, would have a considerable
amount o! thermal energy as residue outside	 %81".	 Gise 030280,	 In
which heating began at the beginning of the recovery section, would have
minimal thermel energy beyond "6 61 ". Since they recover in a similar
fashion, this residual thermal energy must nut be instrtanental In the
recovery procNsa.
3.6 The Effec t of the Mat urity of the Momentum Bo undary l_ yer
T'he results of a study showing the effect of the maturity of the
momentum boundary layer at the start of curvature are shown in Figs.
3-11 through 3-21. The descriptor to identify the separate cases is the
momentum thickness Kcynoldb number at the start of curvature. * For this
study, Fir,
2 
(v-U) varies Iruin 222, indicating a laminar-to-early tran-
sltlonal boundary layer, to the baseline case of 4113 indicating a fully
turbulent houndary layer.
Figure 3-11 shows that, if the boundary layer is slit fictently tur-
bulent, (cases U10280, 011380, 010680, and 0124bU), the curnvex curvature
becomes an effective organizer of the data. Though the preplate data
for the four cases are radically different, the traces of Stanton number
versus streamwlse distance within the curved region (Fig. 3 . 11) are
A simple model has been devised for extrapolating the measured
starting profile data to the beginning of the curve. This model is
presented as Appendix D.
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remarkably similar.	 A plausible explanation of this can be made ;,y
uhing the "shear layer" model proposed by Gillis and Johnston 135). It
the boundary layer is sufficiently turbulent, the thin layer (- 3UX of
the original boundary layer), which will become the shear layer, has
well established turhul ell t mixing activity. When curvature is i tit ru-
duced, the turbulence production is confined to this Inner region, and
the remainder of the boundary layer is of minor importance. 	 A mature
turbulent boundary layer would have large-scale turbulent mixing. In
the asymptotic curved turbulent boundary layer, the scales become adjus-
ted to the hhear layer thickness. hlthin the shear layer, then, the
asymptotic states of both transitional and fully turbulent cases are
essenttally the same.	 Me histury is contained tit 	 outer layer,
which apparently has a minor intluence. j`hese late transitional and
turbulent cases, Fig. 3-18, display the slope - l, considered to be the
ahymptutic curved turbulent boundary layer state.
Figure 3-18 sho wk that the recovery data for cases of late transi-
tional or turbulent boundary layers are similar to thuse of the mature
turbulent boundary layer.
In contrast to the above four cases are those fit the boundary
layer is laminar or early transitional at the start of curvature, Figs.
3-19 and 3-20, characterized by the nearness of the data to the laminar
flat-plate correlation.	 For the nearly laminar cases (e.g., Ub2880 and
062580), the small amoant of turbulent activity that may be present is
not sufficient to force transition to continue tit 	 face of stabiliz-
ing curvature.	 Pic data remain near the laminar correlation until the
layer has matured: the convex curvature has therefore delayed transi-
tion.	 When transition finally begins, within the bend, it appears to be
retarded by curvature. Figure 3-20 shows the transition, as seen by an
increase of Stanton number toward the turbulent correlation, to be slow
unt.i: the stabilizing convex curvature is remuved and then to progress
quickly.
A notable difference from the two cases discussed above is case
Ub0980, a case with extremely low velocity and momentum thickness Rey-
nolds numbers. In this case, although there appears to be some effect
of curvature, particularly at the introduction, the curvature does not
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seem to retard the traniitton an strongly drt it did in the other cases
and trannitton is nearly complete by the end of the curved region.
Av laminar and early transit fund I camera In fig. 3-2u show that the
curvature did not prevent transition. The introductluti of the stabiliz-
ing curvteture resulted in d momentary return toward the laminar currela-
tion, but transitton eftect8 dominated the trajectury within ttte curved
region.	 At the • very end of thc• curve, cases u60980 showed a trend t,Imi-
Idr to that oboe rved In fully turbulent curved boundary l dyer • (ttic --1
slope).	 Thin may be due to the growth of the boundary layer, as dls-
cursed above, 1n C9tt .functfun with the emergence of turbulence• activity
A-4 the dominant transport mechanism.	 Die uncertainty for these transl-
tloeal data Was ds ldrge as * 10-13X (see App. 6 for detdiln).
Figure 3-10 shown the recovery data for ldmindr-to-eiirly-tr.ensi-
tlondl boundary layers.	 Elie data return quickly to the tutbulent flit-
Wall boundary layer correlation. 	 I1te most signiticant effect of curva-
ture was the delay and retardation of transition.
Figure 3-21 shows the combined plot of Figs. 1-17 and 3-19 as a




	 keynulds	 nwnber	 dt	 the	 beginning	 ut the	 • utve	 kee
1
(V-u).	 The tigure	 shown three distinct
	
regimes.	 In	 the tirnt,	 exempll -
fled	 by	 the most	 dl lit	 Ili t curve,
	 transition	 dominates	 the trajectory	 and
curvature
	 In	 only a m 	 I retardant .	 lu	 the	 second,	 the next	 two curves
Ili
	 order
	 of increasing kes (0-0),	 curvature	 delays and	 retards	 the
2
transition process	 and, when curvature	 is	 removed,	 the boundat . +	 layer
returns	 to "nurmal"	 quickly. In	 the	 third	 regltne,	 there is	 the	 typical
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HEAT TkANSF•g R Pitl!UICTIONS
One of the objectives of the curvature project was to develop a
turbulence model for curved -wall
 heat transfer predictions that could be
used for practical engineering calculations. This is, in fact, the most
useful form in which to convey the results of these curvature expert-
ments
4.1 State of the Art
Prior to the beginning of the curved-wall studies at Stanford, the
most prevalent curvature model was one which stemmed from a suggestion
by Bradshaw 1141 and vas formulated and tested by Juhnuton and Fade
1401. Recently, Gillis and Johnston 135), with the benefit of their
recovery data, propcsed a second model consistent with their "shear
layer" interpretation of the curved turbulent boundary layer. K)th
models are discussed below. They modified the dlstrlbution of the m1Y-
ing length across the boundary layer to account for streamwlse curva-
ture.
Other, hlg;eer-order, models have been developed by Launder et al.
1541, Irwin and Smith 1391, and Gibson 153). These models are quite
good for mild curvature. Although higher-order models give more detail
of the turbulence structure, they are generally more difficult to run
and less useful as engineering tools. In order to make the results of
the modeling effort most useful to industry, it was deemed debirable to
keep the computation scheme simple--hence the mixing-length approach.
71st mixing-length hypothesis uses an empirically prescribed length
scale to relate the mean velocity gradient to the Reynolds shear stress,
through the formula:
A typical distribution of mixing length
	 V.
	





	 n I 1 - exp(-n+/A+)1	 (4-2)
the modified van Driest model 1361 fur the inner portion of the boundary
layer, where K. the Kerman constant, Is U.41. For the outer portion
of the boundary layer, the typical flat-wall mixing length distrlbutiun
ha s
	
i - 0.085 6 99	 (4-3)
'nit , smeller of (4-2) or ( 4 -3) is used.	 The parameter	 A+ 	identit ich
the thickness ut the viscous sublayer .end is affected by acceleration/
deceleration or blowing/suction. 'nie value for a flat-wall boundary
layer with uniform freestream velocity and no transpiration is A + - 25.
n ►c curvature model suggested by Bradshaw 1141 modified thib t lat-
wall distributiun for curvature according to the relationship:
1 - k 
U 
(1 - bRi)
where	 f u	Is the local tiat-wall mixing length and	 ke	 is the local
gradient Richardson number defined by
Ri	 - 2S(1 + S)





the parameter	 td	 is an empirical parameter generally of the order lU.
11ee effective radius of curvature,
	 keff,	 comes Irum a firbt-order lag
model proposed by Johnston and Fide 1411:
d(I/R
eff ) 1	 1	 1








Ro	 is the wall radius of curvature. 	 :his mixing-length model was in-
vestigated in derail by Johnston and Eide 	 14U,41 J.	 'Their recommenda-
tion fur the value of the constant B was 6.0.	 Figure 4-1 shows its
68
r	 -
performance for the baseline case. The prediction was initialized with
starting profiles taken 35 cm upstream of the beginning of the curve.
1 71ie teat wall was Isothermal and U pw was uniform. No correction for
the effect of curvature on turbulent Prandtl number was made. The re-
sponse to the introduction of curvature was predicted quite well, but,
after the curve, C f /2 and St recovered far too quickly. If the tur-
bulent Prandtl number were decreased in the recovery region according to
the curve of Fig. 3-4, the recovery pracess would be even faster. This
model was devised before recovery data had been taken. Since It is
merely an empirical fit of curved and rotating wall mixing lengths, it
is not surprising that the model's performance In the recovery region
was poor.
Gillis and Johnston (351 improved the recovery prediction by devis-
ing a model in which the main effect of curvature was to confine the
turbulent motions close to the wall and allow the previously existing
large-scale motion •i to decay. In the recovery region, they modeled the
regrowth of the inner boundary layer as a normal boundary layer growing
on a flat plate within a velocity gradient. Their model follows.




where 6 8 is the width of the active shear layer and 6 s is the dis-
placement thickness of the boundary layer integrated ouc to the shear
layer thickness 6 sl .	 The constant of proportionality was found to be
0.10. The shear layer thi,-.kness in the flat-wall preplate or recovery
wall 'Jas found by extrapolating the linear portion of the shear stress
profile to uv - 0, as sbowti in Fig. 1-8. within the curve, Gillis and
,Johnston use a proposal from Gibson (421, that there is a critical value
of the stability parameter, S ; deiined as:
1.
U/Rt-
*See Ref. 35 for more details.
a.
b9
above which the shear stress cannot su
this critical value was approximately
that a critical value of 0.11 optimized the prediction of their data.
The	 model	 used	 in	 the following	 predictions of the	 heat	 transfer
data	 is	 essentially	 the	 Ham,	 model	 as	 presented in Ref.	 35,	 with	 the
exceptions	 of	 two	 changes made	 to	 the	 estimation of 6H1	 within	 the
curve.
To describe the first change, it is necessary to define the follow-
ing two parameterb:




The n-distance away from the wall where the extrapo-
lated shear stress equals zero.
In the Gillis and Johnston model,
X - 0.10	 (6 ti1	 6 s
where	 6 81 -
 
Y s I	 in the developing or recovery regions and	 6 s
Ycrit	 in the curved region.	 with their model it was found that tale
switchover at the beginning of curvature quickly altered the shear
stress profile driving	 YS1	 down to a small fraction of Ycrit'	 &'t'
as the change in the shear stress profile began to alter the mein veloc-
ity profile, Ysl began to rebound, passing up through and finally well
above	 Y`rit'	 This rebound eventually affected the mean velocity and
temperature profiles, causing the calculated values of 	 Cf /2	 and	 St
to increase in a manner much like recovery from curvature, though still
within the curve.	 The critical stability argument states that, in the
asymptotic curved state, the extrapolated shear stress. 	 Y s1 ,	 equals
the n-distance where S - Scrit , Ycrit' llut in this model, Ysl could
be well above Ycrit, especially, it was found, when 699 /R was small.
'lie change in the model was to construct a "controller" that would not
allow Y 8	 to grow much above	 Ycrit'	 the new model calculated the
6 s1 to be used in computing the curved-region mixing length profile as:
6s1 a Ycrit whe`l Y sl ` Ycrit
70
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Y s 1 >	 Ycrit	
but	 6
81 /Ycrit	 >	 0.33.
It	 is	 a	 8 t 
I 
f t	 "controller"	 that	 drives	 6 81 down when	 YNI >	 Ycrit
trying	 to force	
Y 	 1	 -	 Ycrit
	
for	 the
	 asymptotic curved	 boundary layer.
Note	 that when	 Ysl	
<
	 Y c r i t 	 the	 new	 Instruction has no effect.
I71Le	 second change to the model
	 was developed when	 trying	 to predict
the	 three cases
	





	 a	 tnnction	 of	 6 99 /K.	 Fitting	 the	 optimum values
for cases of	 699/K	 - 0.10,	 0.05,	 and	 0.02
	 with a smooth curve gave.
^ 6yy
S
r r l t	 -	 ---	 4	 -
1	 Since t he 6 9 ,4 	 used in tht ,
 model I  the local value rind not the value
at the start of curvature,
	 S c r i t
	
is continually updated as the bound-
ary layer thickens.
	 '11iis correlation gives the correct trend with
6yy/K
	 for the cases studied.
	 It is not known, however, that it would
do equally well it	 699/K were changed from case to case by changing
K while holding 6y 9 (0-0) constant.
In the following sections, predictions are made of many of the heat
transfer runs presented earlier.
	 In these predictions the turbulent
Prandtl ncunber wa y-. not changed as a result of curvature. Figure 3-4
shows that, within the curve, the change of turbulent Prandtl number is
small and in a direction that would decrease ttie Stanton numbers
slightly below the tol lowing predictions.
	 4 mild improvement to the
model could be made, then, by incorporating a turbulent Prandtl nwnber
correction for the curved boundary layer.
	 One possibility is the model
developed by K.M.C.. So 1311 discussed in Chapter 1.
Figure 3-4 shows that there seems to be an effect of recovery on
the turbulent Prandtl number.
	 'Ilse following predictions, which make no
such correction,
	 are expected to show too slow a recovery. 	 At pres-
ent,	 no modal exists
	 for making this correction.	 Profiles of local
vt' AuOv across the recovering boundary layer would be valuable in
developing a model that accurately accounts for this effect.
71
1'he present mutle•l call be quite tt,mperamental . 	 'Ihe calc ulat lull of
1' µl	Is dune by extrapoIatton o ► a I hear port ton of t he shear titre as
I, rot tle to the wall.	 After some distance downstream of tilt, beginning of
curvature, the shear stress profile develops intlecttons that call cause
1 µI	 to -Jump a considerable distance from step to step.	 'Ihis usually
results In vnriat tons In the slope of 	 St	 versus	 Key
2	
(or	 s ) ,	 os-
c illat ing about what appears to be a reasonable value. (1 • casional ly the
program will extrapolate to an extremely small Y µ1	 due to all fill Iecttoll
very near the wall.	 I.lien t tit s happens, the solution goes irreparably
out of control.	 because of this, the program can be quite truµtratint;
and expensive to run.	 An improvement might be to calculate tilt , shoat
layer thickness as all integral thickness:
n
JY yl is a tunctIon of 	 1 duw0
where
	
11 0	 is the n-distance when tilt , shear stress goes to zero.	 'Illia:
would stabilize the model considerably.
'!he to!Iowing sections demonstrate how well the :above modal with
t he :above c lunges prod is t s t he heat t r.u ► st e  cities d i scussed In (lid pt v 
3.
4.2 Predicting the Et feet o f [urvature for the Baseline Case
Figures 4-2 and 4-3 show the prediction of the baseline case. 	 Ill 
introduction of curvature rapidly decreases [he skin triction and Stan-
ton neunber.	 For this case the effect is strong enough to overshoct . ► nd
oscillate for some time before settling down to the asymptotic curved
state.	 llar prediction of both the ski ii triction and the Stanton number
within the curve is quite good.	 Note that a 1 1 r t 	correction would tie-
crease	 St	 slightly near the end of the curve.	 the recovery is quite
accurately predicted. Note that the 1'r t correction would increase the
predicted	 St	 in the recovery region.	 1U try to assess .lust flow much
the correction would increase St, the ratio of St/(Ct /2) was calcu-
lated from [he profile: data for this case trom U ► apter 3, !hen nn ► ltl-
plied by the predicted C 1 12 to get an e p t.imated Stanton oumber with a
recovery correction on Pr t . this corrected Stanton number is shown in
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Figs. 4 . 2 and 4-3.	 kith this correction, the prediction and the data
are quite close.	 Ideally, the prediction curve of Fig. 4-3 would follow
the	 data	 with	 a	 -1 slope.	 Tile strong	 introduction	 results	 in	 a
steeper	 slope.	 As	 the shear	 layer thickens, Y 8	 continues	 to grow,
and	 the	 slope	 decreases. idien	 Y sl becomes larger	 than	 Y c r i t	 the
"controller"	 3ecrease8 G al ,	 trying to drive it	 to	 Ycrit'	 seen	 as	 a
downward	 trerd	 near	 the end	 of	 the curve. Runs	 made	 with	 sustained
curvature show that the model predicts a continued decrease in St with
nearly a -1.0 slope it these coordinates. The shape of the recovery
is approximately correct, characterized by a rate of return roughly pro-
portional to the distance trom the tlat-wall correlation.
Me following sections discuss the predictionb of cases with dif-
fering values of a single parameter. Table 4-1 shows the case numbers








070280 0.10 4-2,	 4-3
02268U 0.05 4-4,	 4-5
060480 0.02 4-6,	 4-7
112779 26.4 m/s 4-8,	 4-9U pw
070280 14.8 m/s 4-2,	 4-3
011380 7.0 m/s 4-10,	 4-11
K 022680 0 4-4,	 4-5
051080 1.25	 x	10-6 4-12,	 4-13
Unheated 022680 Base 4-4,	 4-5
Starting 113079 A2/R(©-0)	 - 0.0 4-14,	 4-15
Length 030280 62;R(6-90°) - 0.0 4-16,	 4-17
7j
4.3 Prediction of uses with Differing lnit +_ al -Boundary Layer_Tttickness
Figures 4-2 through 4-7 show the ability oh the program to model
cases of diftering buundary layer thickness. 	 The "predictions" are
good, even for the thin boundary layer case where 6 99 /K - 0.02 .	 The
term "predictiun" might be misleading, especially in this study, because
values of SCrlt were chosen that would uptim' the comparison of cal-
culated and measured Stanton nwnber and skin friction. No adjustment to
the model has been made for subsequent studies; therefore, sections 4-4
through 4-6 can, more honestly, be called predictions
Note that the preplate prediction of Stanton niunber (Figs. 4-3, 4-
5, and 4-7) is progressively lower than the correlation for thinner
boundary layer cases.	 '11iis is probably due to the Reynolds nwnber ef-
fect. In terse UbU480, where 6 99 /R(u-0) - 0.02 (Fibs. 4-0, 4-7), the
momentum thickness Reynolds nwuber was 4b4 at S - -35 cm and estimated
L ,-) be 1114 at the start of curvature, indicating a late-transitional and
early turbulent boundary layer.
	 The turbulence model was developed for
a hilly turbulent boundary layer and apparently underpredicts the pre-
plate data for the thin boundary layer cases.
	
At- modeling is expected
to improve as the boundary layer thickens downstream. 	 The predicted




predicted recovery of the	 thinner	 boundary	 layer cases	 appears
to be slightly	 too rapid.	 ease 022680,	 where	 0 99 /R(v-U)	 - 0.05	 (Figs.
-4, 4-5),	 stows
	 a faster	 recovery	 of	 skin	 triction	 than	 seen	 in	 the
measuted values and a recovery of Stanton number	 similar	 to that	 seen	 in
the	 data. Figure
	 3-4	 shows a decrease	 In	 Pr 	 Within the	 recovery re-
gion tur	 this	 case, however, so	 that	 a	 Stanton	 nwnber	 prediction	 with
a Pr 	 correction would show too strong a recovery.
4.4 Prediction of gases with Differing Upw
Figures 4-2, 4-3, and 4-8 through 4-11 show predictions of cases
with differing	 U pw .	 There seems to be a slight	 Upw effect that is
not modeled.	 This effect apparently begins at the introduction of cur-
vature. Since the present model is based mainly on data from the asymp-
totic state,
	 it is not surprising that there are some leficiencies near
74
the beginning of curvature.	 We might expect that the strength of the
introduction of curvature might scale as1	 U21d	 pw 
1do C k 1
I
4.5 Prediction of Cases wit h Freestream Acceleration
1	
Figures 4-12 and 4-13 show the prediction of the combined effects
11	
of strong tree-stream acceleration and curv,nture. 'Tie prediction models
I	 ttie --2	 stole	 (Fig. 4-13) quite well in the early region.	 Aq)parently,
l	 however, t tie shear stress Prot Ile has developed an inflection, and the
extrapolation technique is jumping from one 6 s I
	
to another quite dit-
ferent one.	 'flits is seen both near the end of the curve and tit
recovery section.	 Me model proposed in Section 4 . 1 , where	 Gal	 is
calculated by integration might correct this problem, and it is expected
y	
that Lite prediction of the acceleration case would be quite good.
t
4.6 Predic tion of Cases w ith Ui fteri n Unheated Sta rt in Len the
Figures 4-14 and 4-15 sh.,w Lite prediction of the case tit
heating begins at the beginning of curvature inside a mature momentwa
boundary layer.	 Figures 4-16 and 4-17 show the prediction of a similar
case tit 	 heating begins at the start of the recovery region. 	 'T ► e
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	 presents results of experiments oft tho effect of convex
curvature oil transfer thraugh turbulent and transitional bo-%ndary
layers. For the baseline case, the effect of curvature was separated
fro-m other effects aueh as streamwise accleration, which usually ac-
companies curvature in practice.
	
lfiere there were combined effects,
they were carefully controlled,
	 i.e., where streamwise acceleration
with e4ervature was to he tested, acceleration was with a constant K
v/U2 w 1 dUpw Ms .
The results of the 15 cases studied here provide considerable in-
sight into the effects of curvature oil boundary layer heat
transfer. They cotuplement the detailed hydrodynamic mea+3urements of the
previouti investigations, e.g., Gillis and Johnston [35), So and Mellor
[16), etc. The studies of separate effects isolated several important
parnmeters and revealed some new characteristics of curved boundary lay-
ers (e.g., the -1 slope in Stanton number versus enthalpy thickness
Reynolds number coordinates). Also, they checked the robustness of
hypotheses, like the "shear layer hypothesis," derived in single-run
experiments by subjecting; them to a broad range of conditions. Most
important to the modeler and, eventually, the designer, these tests
provide a broad data base with which to verify future prediction models.
5.1	 Ct)ticltlaiotts
'nie main conclusions are as follows:
1.	 The effect of convex curvature on heat transfer rates is signifi-
cant for all the cases studied. 	 Reductions of Stanton number of 20-50%
below the expected flat-wall values were observed. 	 The effect of convex




	 the curve.	 The	 recovery of	 the
	 heat	 transfer
rate on a downstream flat wall is extremely slow. 	 After 60 em of recov-
ery length, (15-20 boundary-layer thicknesses), the local Stanton number
may still be 15-20% below what would be expected without upstream curva-
ture, at the same enthalpy thickness Reynolds number.
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2.	 Me boundary layer eventually reaches an asymptotic eurved rondi«
tion characterized by St a Reel . The -1 slope is considered to be
a
aigniiicant. It may be indieat`ing that the overall heat transfer from
the wall has become eonduction°dominated as in a laminar boundary layer
or a strongly accelerated boundary layer.
3.	 Separate	 efteets studies on this one curved surface show that the
boundary	 layer	 thickness,	 free-stream	 velocity,	 and maturity	 of	 the
boundary layer affeet the response to the introduction of' Curvature and
the rate at which the asymptotic state is approaefWd, but not the even
teal asymptotic state characterized by the -1	 slope.
4. Studies of combined streamwise acceleration and streamwise .urva-
ture effects show that they both can be significant and that they uaeem
to be additive. Wnvex curvature seems to inerease the boundary layer'a
sensitivity to aceeleration, as has previously been observed when accel-
eration and wall suction were combined.
11.	 SCudien of the efteet of convex curvature on laminar and transi-
tional boundary layers show that this stabilizint; curvature delays tran-
sition from laminar to turbulent. btaen the curved boundary layer is
near-laminar or early-transitional, the effect of the curved region is
soon "forgotten," and the recovery data rapidly return to flat-wall
expected values. tihen the curved boundary Layer is late-transitional,
recovery is slow, similar to that of a mature turbulent bourrdary Layer.
b.	 'Turbulent Prandtl number deduced from the thermal law-of-the-wall
or calculated as St/(Gf/2) increases slightly (10-15%) within the.
curved region and decreases rapidly in the recovery region. At the end
of the recovery section, the log-law deduced Pr t is - 0.50 and con-
tinuing to decrease.
y . The "shear layer" model proposed by Gillis and Johnston [351 seams
to be an effective model with which to view the effect of convex curva-
ture on turbulent boundary layers.
8. The curvature prediction model presented by Gillis and Johnston
[351 and modified herein predicts the present heat transfer studies
reasonably well, although it must still be considered "developmental."
tab
a5.2 Recommendations for Future Wl)rk on the Convex Problem
A
This program has answered several important questions about Lite
H
curved wall convective heat transfer problem. It dealt with Lite scaling
and sensitivity questions and provided a broad data base to build upon.
h
Act important next step is to study in detail Lite difference between
the effects of curvature on the diffusivity of heat and momentum. This
involves taking profiles of the shear stress it and the turbulent
transport of heat v' -t' to give profiles of Pr t . Wvelopment of ,a
four-wire anemometer probe at Stanford is now nearly complete, and such
f data should be available soon. Of the four wires, three are for measur-
ing the three components of velocity and the fourth is a temperature
sensor. Prediction of the recovery of Stanton number will require de-
velopMent of a turbulent Prandtl model, which, in turn, will require
that we know more about the processes than the present data can reveal.
Another important separate effect study not done in the present
experiment would be of the effect of radius of curvature. It has been
assumed, but not shown, that the appropriate parameter for the strength
of curvature is 6 99 /R. This study has indicated that 6 99 /1, affects
only the rate at which Lite asymptotic state is approached. The ques-
tions that remain are: (1) If the radius is changed but 6 99 /R(O-0) is
held constant, does the approach trajectory to the asymptotic state
change? (2) Does the nature of the asymptotic state itself change?
Other important questions remain about the curved and recovery
regions. These are: If the curved wall were allowed to continue indefi-
nitely (without influence of secondary flow), would the conclusion that
the asymptotic state is represented by St a
 ReA1
 remain true? Or, if
2
the recovery wall were much longer, what would be the continued trajec-
tory of Pr 	 versus s (Fig. 3-4)?
Still unanswered are questions about the combined effects of convex
curvature and transpiration, or surface roughness. These are key ques-
tions to the designer. A hydrodynamically smooth wall may become tran-
sitionally rough when it becomes convexly curved and the scale of the
boundary layer decreases. It has been shown that convex curvature or
wall suction increases sensitivity to streamwise acceleration. 	 How
87
sensitive to aeoeleration would a curved boundary layer with wall sue-
Lion become?
Another important question to gas turbine blade designers is; Fk1w
h	 does convex curvature influence the jet-freestream interaction for film-
cooled blades? * It most likely will be learned that the optimum blowing
rate is curvature-dependento
*Research activity now under way at Stanford.
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Processing the data included the calculation of each reduced
quantity and the uncertainty of that quantity (output in Appendix (;).
11te uncertainty can be interpreted as the band above or below the stated
value within which it is believed the value would lie, with 20:1 odds,
or 95% of the time. The uncertainty tells how closely each stated value
listed in Appendix G and discussed in the body of this report can be
believed. Tl►e uncertainty analysis also tells the designer or data-
taker how much effort should be given to the measurement of any pantie=
ular quantity. The uncertainty analysis was brought on-line early in
the design phase of this project and used in that capacity to guide the
design.
One note: the uncertainty interval applies to any one data point.
When many data points are taken over a region where there are no discon-y
tiny ►ities, i.e., the preplate, the curved wall, or the recovery wall,
the mean of the data is known with more certainty than any one data
point; integration or averaging tends to decrease the uncertainty.
Though the uncertainty presented is typically 3-5%, the uncertainty of
the mean of the data is much smaller.
The uncertainty analysis built into the Stanton ncmiber data-





the influence on the Stanton number uncertainty of the uncertainty of a
particular parameter, P'. This is done by first rerunning the data°-
'	 reduction wlt;h that para^_-eter changed by, typically, 1X, to get the par-
tial derivative, then multiplying by the uncertainty of P'. After the
sensitivity coefficients was calculated, the overall uncertainty was
calculated using 'Kline and McClintock [A--1):
	





	 following	 table	 show#	 tle	 paraxeters	 included	 in	 the	 uncer-
tainty analysis and their eatimatcd uncertainty.,
Table A-1
Input to the Uncertainty Analysis
Parameter Uncertainty
Embedded, calibrated thormocouple output 3 Pv
Calibration constant for thermocouples in pre-
and after-plate 30%
Plate-plato gal) heat conductance 10%
float flux meter signal 20 tiv
Wittmecer reading 0.05 W
heat flux meter calibration constant 3%
Plate area 0.46 mm,
Ambient pressure 7.6 mm fig
Relative humidity 1%
Free stream temperature 3 o 
Dynamic pressure difference 0.13 mm H2O
Emisoivity 0.02
%ttmeter calibration constant 	 0.015 W
Plate heater electrical resistance 	 0.015 S1
A-2
(fable Arl (cont.)
Plate Heater and delivery line electrical
resistance 0.015 Q
Plate heater and delivery lirie electrical
resistance, including transformer 0.015 1d
Resistance of the ammeter circuitry 0.005 Q
Tunnvi static pressure 0.13 mm 1i 0
Spanwise heat transfer correction 20%
Support section temperature 4	 u,r
Recovery factor of free-stream thermocouple 0.04
Thermocouple calibration constant 0.10
Saturation pressure of water 0.14 atm
Saturation density of water 0.0016 kg/m3
Inductance of ammeter circuitry 0.003 0
Resistance of voltmeter 100 R
Resistance between wattmeter and transformer 	 0,005 n
Preplate-curved section gap conductance 	 10%
Curved section/afterplate gap conductance 	 10%
A-3
The uncertainty analysis was written Lit , , both the profile data-
reduction pzobram (listed in App. I:) and the Stanton number-reduction
program (listed in App. F)- `ibe total uncertainty of each quantity is
given, along with the reduced quantity in Appendix Go More detailed
output giving the maxima and minima of the sensitivity coefficierte
within the developing region, curved region, or recovery region for each
input to the uncertainty analysis is also available. `rids is the de-
tailed information used in the rig design. Ai example of thiS is given
on the following; page for the baseline case.
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t	 J':6 DELTA ARG' 0.10000
	
) to	 111 t#191 %0.141 111') 14441 111414
P5 0.16621E-07 0.900«8E-08 0 11 "3E-pP 0.4"477t-00 O.V6954t-00 0.'15402F^08
(	 J D 27 DFITA ARG O ..00000	 1 IN	 7) 11«41 I#:5! 111131 (N"i61 11162)
RN05 O.t4268Fl,05 0 99635E-06 0 84n0 't 06 0 4111.f."06 0.69187E 06 0.58147E-06
I	 J - 28 DELTA ARG O 0.00010	 ) to	 «1 111«41 111:51 10181 t1561 1#621
XA 0.00000E 00 0.00000E 00 0.1«196f » 07 0, 115416E-08 0.00000E 00 0,00000t 00
1	 J^"9 OUTA ARGA 0.00300
	
i it	 11 10
	 II IS151 (0101 1439) (0391
RV 0.00000E 00 O.000OOF 00 0.551 H I D? 0.3 1,1"W"07 0 OOOCOE 00 0.00000E 00
I	 J 10 DELTA AP3u 100.00000 1 IN	 1 1 IV	 1) 11.9) 1;)781 10191 1039)
Nil 0.00000E 00 0.00000E 00 0.1,995E• 05 0.80 "1F-06 0.00000E 00 0.00000E 00
t	 J 3 31 DELTA ARG O 0.00500	 1 10	 It (1	 1) 11«11 [via) 1019) 11191
#LI P 0.00000f 00 0.000009 00 0.41539E°06 0.00000E 00 0.00000E 00 0.0000Of 00
I	 J o lt DELTA ARGO 0.00660
	
1 to	 1) (4	 S) (1:"'+1 I0.161 1039) 11119)
nDi`.N 0.00000f 00 0 OOOOOE 00 020988E-06 0.00000E 00 O.00OOOE 00 0.00000E 00
I	 J 2 33 DELT A ARG- 0.01790	 I to	 1) (1	 1) (0381 tv05) 14191 (119)
rAppendix B
Curved-Wall Integral Parameters and the Momentum
and Energy Integral Equations
Wien there is streamwise curvature, it becomes necessary to alter
the definitions of the integral parameters somewhat and, hence, the form
for the momentum and energy integral equations. The following curved-
wall define it,ns
	
the displacement and momentum thickness presented by
lionami [52,37]
	
used in the present study:
Dijlacement Thickness of Curved-Wall Boundary Dyers
f
P 	dn	 (B-1)
dl = o Upw
Momentum Thickness of Curved-khll Boundary IAyers
W	 U(U -U)





Where it is assumed that U p = UpGi/(1+kn), the integral momentum
equation becomes [52,37]:
dU









The definition of the curved-wall enthalpy thickness used in the
following study was derived by starting with the basic equation:
e2 00





After substituting the estimate U p = Uow/(l+kn) and integrating:
B-1




o0olipw iw" 4^	 r, m
k e	 l
The simplest form of the energy integral equation is:




kt iting ;"0 	terms of the Stanton number defined as
St m ; /[pUpw(iw°i.)a0	 00
Eqn. (B-b) (assuming constant tree-stream enthalpy and density) becomes:
d
00
^U(i4i^ )	 l	 1	 diw 	 1 dUpjSt ^ do
0 0,^Upw(iw-'i.) do + =k Xn(1+kA 2 )	 w®ice do + Upw ds	 ( B-7 )
Taking the derivative, Eqn. (B-5) bvvoiuva
d`'12L^2 dk	 1	 kA; j dk 1
-,	 _
do	 ^	 k do +	 k	 ) dx (-k Jtn(1+kA2)
+ k da f X^ U (iw-i ) doPW




`I +kA2 do + k(-1+kA2 )	 n(1+kA2) d
	
dU	 di	 (^^)
+k kn(1+kA2) (.01. dsw + 
li CISW )pw	 w w
on the flat wall, k - U, and ( B-9) reduces to
St 	
dA2 + 




	 2 (UpW ds	 iw i^ .=as
Equation (B-9) is ehe integral energy equation used in the present
study. Note that the appropriate equation for high-speed flows would




In the Stanton number data-reduction program, Eqn. (B-9) its inte-
grated over a wall streamwise distance ds to determine the change in
enthalpy thickness as:
1 + kA	 Si
	
6A	 ) St 66 a	 _,r _.€ 2, Y n(1+kA ) \< z1^ SU	 +
	
2	 (1-tkA 
2	 k	 2	 Upw pw iw
A2 1 + kA
-k2 
	 Qn(1+kA 2 ) ak
B-3
Appendix C
Calibration of the Beat Flux Meters
Calibration of the heat flux meters required designing a heater
that would asure a precisely known and carefully controlled one-
dimensional heat flow through the heat flux meter. this device is shown
in Fig. C-1.
The. heater consisted of a uniform-power-distribution patch heater
that was 15.2 em wide by 45.1 cm high, backed by a 2.5 em thick piece of
styrofoam. On the outside of the styrofoam was another patch heater,
and beyond that another 2.5 era thick piece of styrofoam. Ilie power to
the heating pad sandwiched between the two styrofoam sheets was con-
trolled so that the temperature difference between the two heaters was
small (typically less than 0.1°C), preventing any back-loss from the
heater adjacent to the copper plates. The input signal to the contro..-
ler came from an iron-constantan thermopile.
The power supplied to the heater adjacent to the copper plates was
adjusted to give a representative heat flux. Ilie input power was regu-
lateJ AC power controlled with a transformer and was measured with a
galvanometric-type precision AC wattmeter. The temperature of the cop-
per plates was controlled to a representative value with the built-in
controller on the hot-water circulating system. After one-half hour,
the entire assembly reached steady-state, and the average heat flux of
the heating pad was equal to the local heat flux near the center of the
assembly.
The heating pad covered six copper plate segments. It was found
that heat flux meter calibration constants, K, measured with the plate
at the two center positions agreed with one another to within less than
2%, and usually less than 1%.
Writing down the energy balance for the i th plate and dividing by
the plate area gives:
qi	 KHF + Si-1(Ti-Ti-1) + S1+1(Ti-Ti+l)
where
F
the measured heating pad power divided by pad area, with
small corrections for wattmeter insertion and back-
conduction;
the output signal of the heat flux meter;
the gap conductance between the 	 ith plate and the




S i-°1' S i°^1	 ^"
Wien the test plate was in one of the two center positions, there
were either two or three guard plates on each ride, and the neighboring
plates were at nearly the same temperature. `llierefore, only a very
small correction was needed in the above equation for streamwise conduc-
tion. This correction was made using estimated values of S. The only
unknown, then, was the desired calibration constant, Ki . The measured
calibration constant was then input to the Stanton number data-reduction
program along with a correction for temperature, as suggested by the
manufacturer,
Ki a Kref,i (1 - (Ti-X30"F)/700°F)
(hice the calibration constant was found, the plate waa moved to one
side of the heater and the above test was rerun--then to the other side.
Wien on the side of the heater, plate-plate temperature differences were
larger and the streamwise conduction terms became significant. The two
S-values could then be calculated from the two tests, since there were
two equations and two unknowns. The calibration device was designed for
very accurate calibration of the heat flux meters but, unfortunately,
did not give accurate S-value measurements. T4ie estimated uncertainty
on the S-values was 10%. This term is not a large contributor to the
overall uncertainty, however.
An uncertainty analysis on the heat flux meter calibration using
representative values was performed with the technique of Kline and
McClintock [C-l].	 It was found that the uncertainty on 	 K was
2.7%.
	 A value of 3% was used in the Stanton number data-reduction
program.
Refer iences
C-1. Kline, S. J., and F. A. McClintock, "Describing Uncertainties in












Simple Model for Ordering the
Transitional Boundary sayer Cases
In the ©tudy of the effect of maturity of the momentum boundary
layer, it was decided to order the eases according to	 Re62(0-0).
Initializing profiles were taken 35 em upstream of curvature, and, in
the case of a fully turbulent toundary layer at this point, standard
correlations were used to estimate Res, (0-0) 	 Dien the boundary layer
c
at S = -36 em was laminar or transitional, the extrapolation became
more difficult. The following simple model was used for this extrapo-
lation.
The following; correlations were used for the fully laminar or fu "4.y
Turbulent boundary Layers:
Turbulent:
Res t	0.037 Re 0.8













(s is the distance from turbulent boundary layer virtual origin.)
Laminar:
Re 6	= 0.664 Re 1/2
2
Cf/2 - 0.664 Resl/2
Cf /2 a d62/ds
D-1
ileading to:
d62 /do . 0.441 Re-1.0
2
and
62 • 0.664 ^v_s
Pw
(a is distance from laminar boundary layer virtual origin.)
It was also assumed, where needed, that transition was always in
the interval
400 < Re62 < 800
Wien Re62 (s . -35 cm) was less than 400, the average Re62 between
s - -35 cm and the beginning of transition was estimated as
Ke62 - (Re (s w -35 em) + 400)/262




Since	 62 (s - -35 cm)	 and 62 (Re62 
IN
	 are available, the a-





400)	 -35 cm + X6 2 ds
idLthin the transi Y ? ;gin region,




ds2 ' (0.441 Re 61.0 + 0.0129 Rea 0.25) 	 2
	
2	 2	 J
and s (Re62 - 800) is estimated.
D-2
Mie virtual origin of the turbulent boundary layer can be calcula-
ted from
s(Rq 2 w 800) and 62(Re62 w 80U)
from which Re6 
2 
(bwO) can be calculated.
Of course, each case is different, some may be transitional at a





Listing of the 11'rofile Program
The following, listing is that of the Fortran program used t, reduce




C YCLOCITY t l[MPrPAl0PE, DATA REDUCTION PROGRAM
G REVISED rar 1980
4 DATA FCToN',"AYvtl2'HA)3oAUt'hf ► AUDeATf3&ATO#AVI!;C#UtV ► T.,,3l4*o343lf0k/
5 DATA Y,Z




C %I* RCA9 FrWFZLF INFCRI IATICII
C
C NFORT	 OCR', NU ! unrR KQ PROFILE HEASUREPIFUT
C IPT	 FRij5 JPF TPAN55U[R FOR VLLOCITY PROFILE
G IPTcl	 (_,C,!!DI5T l lICPCMNlC:1F,,7fR
C 1pic2	 IWAHCBU'FR
C ITS	 FPEDU FVR TEMPERATURE PROFILE
ITC-0	 NO A r,(G:',PANtItt	 TC11PERATURE PROFILE
ITC ,-1	 (,"^35E H,CF 1111VHIGOUPLU PCUH6.5 MIL OFFSET)
C ITC"	 4m,;l	 Tllr,P1lKGJllV ;;)C',' E (21.5p MIL GFFSET)
C I T 'C'i 3	 B1:AC P WFLL FROOL
	 ( f;.O MIL OFFSET)
C MODE	 5 tFF OF DATA RfH2'1101 RE(IJIRFD
C t, L --0	 LC I TUTATICII 01' IN46PAL PAPAt1ETCR5iU+tY+vXV0
) C I	 OF INTEOPAL PARAMETERS ONLY




9 READ	 191	 PT p l7f, , t , FjDF, m R EG
10 10 KRIMAT (bX5)
C rGtl PETU-116 HFPr	 *vm	 TO 1ERMHATU P611 ► READ BLANK CARD
11 GO 10 670
C
C READ FUN Htl i' ll ."J R AQ RUA INFO.	 s A FORMAT	 COL 1-72
C
12 READ (5,50)	 101p36)
13 50 FORMAT (3'iA2)
C
C *314 READ 70NNEL CONDITIONS FUR VELOCITY PROFILE
C
C TRECOV	 MAINSTREAM TEMPEPATUREo X-C TO (MY)
C PSTAT	 WALL 5TA71C FPCV)":URF (INCHES H20)
C PAND	 warpa vi.'css ylpc (INCHES HG CCRRECTEO TO 32 CEO F)
C PH	 AMBIENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY (PERCENT)
C PROFILE MASUPENENT LOCATION FROM START OF CURVATURE-IN
C PAO	 RECIMCAL OF PADIUS OF CU12VATURE (1/INCHES)
14 READ (5,100) 7RECOVsVV)TAT ► PAl'3jRl l pX ► RAD
Is 100 FORMAT (6FI0.0)




C 10 	 READ VELOGITY PROFILE DATA
C
C	 Y	 MICKMETER READING (INCKS)
C	 U	 TRANSDUCER PEADIN3 ( INCHLO OF WATER)
C	 READ BLANK CARD AS LAST PROFILE POINT
C
18	 00 200 X=1)50
19	 READ 15#150) Y(I)oU(I)
aQ	 150 FORMAT(CF10.0)
21	 HMAXnl-i















C	 YPLO	 LOWER LIMIT OF LOC REGION
C	 SUGGESTED VALUE 75 FOR HI REDEL2 FLOWS
C	 22 FOR VERY LOW REDEL2 FLOWS
C	 40 FOR CURVE OR RECOVERY
C	 YPHI	 UPPER LIMIT OF LOG REGION
C	 SUGGESTED VALUE 125 TO 200 FOR HI REDEL2 FLOWS
C	 62 FOR VERY LOW REDEL2 FLOWS
C	 90 FOR CURVE OR RECOVERY
C
25	 READ (5050) YPLO,YPHI
26	 IF (ITC.EQ.0) GO TO 370
C #6#	 READ TUNNEL CONDITIONS FOR TEMPERATURE PROFILE
27	 READ(5)901) PAM,PSTA,PBN,RL ►TO,STANT
C
C	 FOAM	 AMBIENT PRESSURE (INCHES HG CORRECTED TO 32 DEG F)
C	 PSTA
	 WALL STATIC PRESSURE (INCHES H2O)
C	 PCN	 MAINSTREAM TOT PRES-WALL STATIC PRES (IN H20)
C	 RL	 AMBIENT RELATIVE HUMIDITY (PERCENT)
C	 TO	 PLATE TEMPERATURE, X-C TC (MV)
C	 STANT LOCAL STANTON NUMBER
28	 901 FORMAT(7F10.0)
C
C #7#	 READ TEMPERATURE PROFILE DATA
C	 Z	 MICROMETER READING (INCHES)
C	 T	 THERMOCOUPLE READING (MV)
C	 READ BLANK CARD AS LAST PROFILE POINT
C
29	 DO 360 Im1,50
30	 READ (5051) Z(I),T(I)
31	 151 FORMAT (2F10.0)
32	 NZMAX=I-1




C	 WRITE ALL RAW DATA
36	 WRITE (6,5) (NRN(I), I^*106)
37	 5 FORMAT (1H1,/9X,'CURVATURE PROJECT ### NASA-NAG-3-3 ### CONVEX
)TEST SECTION'/10X,'VELOCITY AND TEMPERATURE PROFILE RAW DATA',/10X
2,36A2)
38	 WRITE (6) 6) NPORT,IPT,ITC,MODE,REG
39	 6 FORMAT (/l0X1'NPORT=',I3,' IPT= ',I3,' ITC=',I3 ► ' MODE'-',I3,
7'	 REG=1rI3)
40	 WP.ITE (618)
41	 8 FORMAT ( / IOX,'NPORT',5X,'IPT(PRESSURE)',4X,'ITC(THERMOCOUPLE) MOD
lE',14X,'REGIME' /l0X,'1=BOTTOM 1=COMBIST MICRO O=NO TEMP PROFILE
5 0=I11TEGRAL,+,XVO'




43	 7 FORMAT (/IOXr'INVERSE RADIUS OF CURVATURE',F6.4,'(1/INCHES)')
44	 WRITE (6,12)
45	 12 FORMAT (/10X,'VELOCITY PROFILE RAW DATA')
46	 WRITE (605) TRECOV,PSTAT,PAMB,RH,X
47	 15 FORMAT (/l0X)'TRECO`/(MV)=',F6.3,' PSTAT(YN.H2O)=',F6.3,
1 ' PAMB(IN.HG)3ZF1=',F6.2,' RH(PCT)=',F4.0,' X(IN.)=',F7.2)
48	 IF (IPT.EQ.1) WRITE (6,20)
49	 IF (IPT.EQ.2) WRITE (6,21)
50	 21 FORMAT (10X,'Y(IN).,U(INCHES OF WATER) +')
51	 L':1 FORMAT (10X,'Y(IN.) ► U(INCHES OF COMBIST FLUID-S.G.-.8154 t')
52	 WRITE (6,25) (Y(I)rU(I), I=1,NMAX)
53	 25 FORMAT ( 9X,F6.4,F8.3,4X ► F6.4,F8.3,4X,F6.4)F8.3,4X ► F6.4,F8.3 ► 4X
1 rF6.4tF8.3)
54	 IF (ITC.NE.0) WRITE (6130)
55	 30 FORMAT (/10X,'TEMPERATURE PROFILE RAW DATA')
56	 IF (ITC.NE.0) WRITE (6,35) PAM,PSTA,PON,RL,TO
57	 35 FORMAT (/l0Xr'PAM(IN.HG,32F)=',F6.2,' PST-WALL(IN.HZO)=',F6.3,
i ' PDN(IN.H2O) = ',F6.3,' RL(PCT)=',F4.0 ► ' TWALL(MV)=',F6.3)
58	 IF (ITC.NE.0) WRITE (6,40)
59	 40 FORMAT (l0X,'Z(IN.), T(MV) :	')
60	 IF (ITC.NE.0) WRITE (6,25) (Z(I),T(I), I=1,NZMAX)




63	 IFcIP1 ,fQ.2^.) GALID"1.0
C	 ('DYN DYNAMIC PRESSURE IN INCHES OF H110
64	 FDYN U1N11AX)*CAL10
65	 GALE: It^'.NL L(FOYN,RAG,Y ( 1FMAX),PSTAT , PAMB,TRECOV ► RH,UINF , TINF,VISC,C
1 P. Rtl(lt„ F,11, P,11R )
66	 Ut'W-UINF*(1.0+RAD*Y(NMAX))
C CORRECTION TO MICROMETER READING
C APPLY YC(4tG G MAAS CORRECTION FOR PROFS
C SH( All 	1134,111
C FIND VINkLIC PRESSURE
67 00 100 I'I,NMAX
G INI[PPOEATE TO FIND TOTAL PRESSURE
68 A-IWAD*Y(I)
69 1.00 Q(I)'Utl)	 FUYN*(1.0n1.04(A*A))
C FIND WW)IENT Of DYNAMIC PRESSURC,
C Wtlt.3, ANO MAAS PARAMEILR
70 t,60AD( 1 ) -Q( WY(2 )
71 N1"NNA`;	 1
72 Do 143 1-",NI
73 111 kAWAO(I1	 lQ(I+1)-Q(IE1))/(Y(I+1)-Y(I^)))
74 l)!^RADI t:MAV) -Q; RAD(T11 1
75 OO 10,9 I^1,NMAX
76 VH T)"011*Q6RAD(I)6Q(I)
77 If	 l Y(ri I ).GL.O. 1) GO TO 124
78 OFLTA'O1)*1.80*1M(I)
79 00 TO 126
80 124 DL LTA °-0.10+400
81 106 TU1I)-'TIN1
02 1",8 Y( I)_Y(I)+OFLTA +OFFSET
03 I)' iITC.NF.0) GO TO 894




08 GO TO 312
89 094 IF (11C.FQ.1) OFF"^0.0065
90 IF	 tITC.LQ.2)	 OFFS-,'0.0215
91 IF	 (ITt:	 .LQ.	 3)	 OFF',--.0055
92 DO 300 X"A N1711A%
93 7(T)-7(I)+0(tS
94 IF (NP0R1.OQ.1) ZA(I)WZ(I)
95 350 T(I)"TTC1T(I))
96 TO-1Ct TO )
97 TINFF•1tWHAX)
98 IF ( Nr0R1.FQ . i) ZLIWWMAX
99 IF 010DE.0.2) GO TO 312
100 IF (Y W .GE.Z(1)) GO TO 301
101 DO 309 r'°1.laiAX
102 NT..I
103 IF	 (Y(1).GF.Z(1)) GO TO 300
104 309 Tl1(I),TO+(T(1)-7O)*Y(I)/Z(I)
105 300 KC^UT
106 GO TO 302
107 301 KC^1
100 302 NC-I
109 DO 303 I KC,NMAX
110 IF (Y(I).GC.Z(NZMAX)) GO TO 307
111 DO 304 K^'NC,N MAX




116 60 TO 308
117 30i, C014TINUE
118 301 T11(I)vT(NZMAX)
119 CO TO 303
120 306 Wz^JJ
1.1 1 303 CONTINUO
E—G
I122 31.' GONTINUF
C X LOCATION UNCERTAINTY, INCHES
123 ox, '0.1




 STATIC PRESSURE UNCERTAINTY, SLANT TUBE MANO., IN. H2O
125 DPMAN:l0.010
C DYNAMIC PRESSURE UNCERTAINTY, PM-5P97 TRANSDUCERS ► PCT/100.
126 DPTR,0.5/100.





131 DO 275 Ioi ► NMAX








138 45 FORMAT (/10X,'Y LOC (IN.) ► VELOCITY UNCERTAINTY RATIO ► PCT ► ')
139 WRITE (6)25) MI)MURM14100. , It^-1,NMAX)
140 CF",1.
141 IF (100E.EQ.0) CALL STRESS (NMAX,REG»U,Y,UPW,VISC,CF2,DUR ► YPLO,
2YPHI,CF)
i42 890 CALL DEL99 (1,NMAX)U ► UPWrRAD,T,YrTOrDEL)










153 11'	 (MOVE.NE .0) GO TO 310
154 IF(REG.EQ.1) 60 TO 891
155 XVO DEC.*((UPW,,VISC)**0.2)/(12.*0.037)
156 XVO-(XVO)f*1.25)*12.
157 OXVO:INVOhSQRT(( 1.25*DDE2R )**2+(0.25*DUINFR)**2)
158 GO TO 893
159 891 XVO=(DF:2N0E2*UPW)/(5.292*VISC)
160 DXVO"-?(VO)tSQRT((2.0*DDE2R)**Z+(DUINFR)**Z)
161 893 DXV0W DNVO/XVO
162 XVO=X-XVO
163 IF (REG.EQ.0) REX=(REM/0.037)**1.25
164 IF (REG.EQ.1) REX.(REM/0.664)**2
165 DREtR-SQRT(OUIkFR)(92+(DX/XVO)**2+(DXVO4)**Z)*100.
166 310 WRITE (6,305) REX,DREXR,REM,DREMR,XVO,DXVO
167 305 FORMAT (/10X,'REX=',E12.5,5X,'UNCERTAINTY IN REX (PCT) =',F6.3,//,
IIOX,'REM2 ',F6.O,5X,'UNCERTAINTY IN REM (PCT) =',F6.3 ► // 10X,
2	 'XVO (IN.) -`,F6.Ii5Xp'UNCCRTAINTY IN XVO (IN.) =',F6.3)
168 IF (ITC.FQ.0) GO TO 600
C




171	 CALL DEL99 (Z,NZMAX,U,UPW ► RAD,T,Z ► TO,DELT99)
C	 NO PROVISION IS MADE TO MAKE SLIGHT ADJUSTMENT IN VELOCITY
C	 PROFILE IF PON.NE .PDYN
172	 PDM=PDYN
173	 CALL TUNNEL ( PDN,RAD,Z(NZMAX),PSTA,PAM,TINFF,RL ► VINF,TINF,VIST,CP,
1RHOG,RM,P,PR)
174	 VPW=VINF* (I .O+RAD*Z(NZMAX))
175	 IF ( Z(1).GE.Y(1)) GO TO 401





IF IZII ► .GE.V(i ► I GO TO 400











186	 IF (Z(I).GE.Y1UMAX)) GO TO 407
187	 00 404 K=NC.NMAX
188	 IF I.NOT.Y(K).GT.Z(I)) GO TO 404
189	 J=K-1






194	 407 VII ► = UF'W/(I .O#PAD OZ(I) I
195	 DURII) = DUINFR
196	 GO TO 403
197	 401• NC•JJ
198	 IF INZMAX.GT .NMAX) OUI11)=DUINFR
199	 401 CONTINUE
C	 OBTAIN STATIC TEMPERATURE PROFILES
C	 RECOVERY FACTOR FOR TL WIRE NORMAL TO FLOW
200	 R7C=o.66
201	 DO 967 1=1,NZMAX
1 0.	 987 T (I)sT(l)- RTCOV(I)*V(I)/(2 . 032.24778. .6•CP)
1 03	 DELT=TO-TINF




.08	 WRITE 16.5951 REH,DREHR

























2426	 IF IITC.Ni.01 WRITE (6,610) REX,REM,REH.XVDCM,DE.CM.DEN.CM .
1 LUPWMS.DELCM,DELTCM,VISCSI,DEICM,VPWM3,NPORT,H.VISTSI,XCM,
2 CF.,TINFC,RHOGM.TOC




CM	 DEL2 = ',F12.3. 1 CM',.1X.'DEH2
	 =',FI2
2.31' CM ',/IOX,'UPW
	 = '.F1....' M.'5	 DEL99- .FIZ.3o' CM'.21X,'DEL
ST99 =',F1..3.' CM './IOX,'VISC = '.E12.5,' M2/S DELI = '.F12.39' CM
4',.1X,'UPW	 z',F12.2.' M/S ',/IOX.'PORT =',9X,I3.7X.'H
	 =',F12
S.3,24X.'VISC	 =',EI2.5,' M2/S ',/IOX.'XLOC ='.F12.2.' CM
	 CF/2
6=',EI2.5,24X,'TINF	 =',F1..2,' DEG C',/10X,'DENS ='.F12.2.' KG/M3
7',43X,'TPLATE = ',F12.:.' DEG C'1
..6	 IF IITC.NE.O .AND. STANT.NE.O.0) WRITE 16,611) STANT
1 29	 611 FORMAT (77)(,'5TANTON='.E12.5)
230	 IF (ITC.EQ.0) WRITE (6,615) REX,REM,XVOCM,DE2CM.UPWMS,DELCM,
1 VISCSI,DEICM.NPORT.H.XCM,CF2,RHOGM
231	 615 FORMAT 1/IOX,'RFX = ',EI2.5,7X,'REM =',F12.0.
	 //10
IX.'XVO
	 =',F12.2.' CM	 DEL2 ='.F12.3.' CM ',
2	 /IOX,'UPW = ',F12.2.'
	
M/S
	 DEL99 = ',F12.3,' CM
3	 /10X.'VISC ='.E1..5.' MZ/5 DELI = ',F12.3,' CM
E-6
rv	 /lox, 'PORT •*.9X.13,7X,'N
	 •'OF, 2.S.
S	 /10X•'XLOC n '.f12.2,' CM	 CF /2 •'.E1i.S,
6/IOX.'O[NS n , FI2.:.. KG M3' ►
232	 If IITC.N[.0 .AND.STANT.IQ.0.01 WRIT[ 16.6201
233	 bZ0 FORMAT (/10X•'YICM) Y/O[L UIM/SI U/UP 	 Y•	 U*'.6X.
1 1 CF /2 	TIDEG Cl	 YICMI	 To UIM/Sl T(DEG C) TBAR 1-TSAR
2'1
234	 IF (ITC.NE.0 .ANO.SIANT.NE.0.01 WRITE 16,61111
a1 15	 6111 FORMAT 1/10X.'YICN) T/D[L UIM/SI U/UP 	 Y•	 U*'.6X.
1'CF:Z
	
TIDEG Cl	 Y(CM)	 TO U1M/3I TIDEG Cl TBAR T•
1	 PRT' )
I	 i36	 IF IITC.[Q.0) WRITE 16,6:51









2 4 3	 IF INZMAX.GT.NMAX) MAX n NZMAX
24V	 KK=O




247	 IF (KK.NE.61 GO TO 60.
248	 KK•1
249	 WRIT[ 16,601)













261	 UPL=UII ► •FZ
2.2	 IF IITC.[Q.0) WRITE 16,6451 YCM,YBAR.UMS,UBAR.YPL,UPL.Cf(I)
263	 IF IITC.EQ.0) GO TO 660
1164	 TBAR=( TO-T(l))/DEIT
Z6S	 IF ISTANT.EQ.0.0) GO 10 60S
Z66	 IF (I .GT. NZMAXI GO TO 60S




1	 1171IF II. LE. N'tAXI TKK=S.•fTU(11-32.1/0.
"72
	
IF II.GT .MIN) GO TO 640
273	 IF (STANT.EQ.0.01 WRITE 16.6301 YCM,YBA14.LRIS.UHAR,YPL.UPL,CF1I),TK
2K,ZCM.ZPL,UFIST,TK.TBAR.TM1
Z74
	 IF (STANT.NE.0.0) WRITE 16,6301 YCM,MBAR,LR" .l1BAR,YPL,UPL,CF(l).TK
ZK. ZCM,ZPL.U.'IST,TK,TBAR,TPLUS,PRT
27S	 630 FORMAT (8X.F7. 3. F7.3. F7.Z,F8.3.F7.1,F8.2.F10.6,FB.i. SX,F8.4.F8.2.
ZF7.Z.F9.Z.Z17.3.1F9.3)
Z76
	 GO TO 660
277	 640 IF INMAX.GT.NZMAXI WRITE 16,645) YCM,YBAR,UMS,UPAR,YPL,UPL,CF(I),T
2KK
278	 645 FORMAT 18X, F7.3.F7.3.F7.Z,F8.3.F7.I,F8.Z.F10.6,F8.2)
279	 IF INZMAX.GT.NMAX .AND. STANT.EQ.0.0) WRITE 16,6501 ZCM,ZPL,UMST,T
1K,TNAR,TM1
1180	 IF (NZMAX.GT.NMAX .AND. STANT.NE.O.0) WRITE (6.650) ZCM.ZPL UMST.T
IK,TBAR.TPLUS.PRT




	 GO TO 1
Z8v	 670 CONTINUE
Z85	 WRITE (e.b80)









C	 FUNCTION CONVERTS TEMP FROM IRON-CONSTANTAN MV TO DEG F







CC	 THIS FUNCTION CONVERTS TEMP FROM CHROME L -CONS T ANTAN MV TO DEG F.






RHOG	 FREE STREAM DENSITY
VISC	 FREE STREAM KINEMATIC VISCOSITY
CP	 FREE STREAM SPECIFIC NEAT
PR	 FREE STREAM PRANOTL NUMBER
W	 FREE STREAM ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY
THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE WIND TUNNEL FLOW CONDITIONS
UINF	 FREE STREAM VELOCITY
TINF	 FREE STREAM STATIC TEMPERATURE
SATURATION DATA FROM K AND K 1969 STEAM TABLES
DIMENSION TEMP(10).PSAT110),RHOSAT110)
DATA TEMP/	 v0.,	 50.01	 60.01 70.0.
1	 90.01	 100.0.	 110.00	 120.0, 130.0:
DATA	 PSAT/	 17.519,	 :5.636,	 36.907, 5:.301,
1	 100.6279	 136.843.	 183.787.	 244.008. 3:0.400/
DATA RHOSAT/	 .0304090,
	 .0005868,	 .0008286, .0011525.




IFITEMPINI.GT.TAMBI GO TO 20
10 CONTINUE
:0 T	 =	 TEMP(N)





VEPS	 VAPH - VAPL
RHOH = RHOSATINI
RHOL	 = RHOSATIN-11
REPS = RHOH - RHOL
RHOG	 = RHOL
	 •	 110.0 -	 EPSI*REPS/10.
RA=1545.32/28.970





PA = P - PVAP
RHOA =	 PA/(RAOITAMB • 459.671)
RHOV = RHUM•RHOG
W=RHOV/RHOA














































































MFA • 1.0 - MFV
RM n 154S.3Z•lItFA/MWA • MFV/MWVI







USING UINF FOR RECOVERY CORRECTION
UINF IS APPROX FREESTREAM VELOCITY AT FREESTREAM THERMOCOUPLE




PR	 710.1530./ITINF*459.6711 n •(.11•(1.4.9nW)






C FRICTION COEFFICIENT FOUND BY SEARCHING DATA
C FOR ALL POINTS SATISFYING FLAT PLATE
	 LAW-OF-THE-WAIL
C 6ETWEEN THE RANGES OF YPLUS OF	 75 AND 125
C FJR THE CASE OF	 LOW RE	 USE THE	 INTERVAL OF YP	 BETWEEN 22 AND
C 6:.	 FOR CURVED AND RECOVERY REGIONS USE THE INTERVAL OF 	 YP
C BETWEEN 40 AND 90
C AN AVERAGE CF2 I5 OBTAINED FOR THESE YPLUS VALUES






C • n • • • •	 NOTE S HIGH RE FOR UINF= 	 55-112 FT/SEC
C • • • • • •










C UNCEPTAINTY IN Y POSITION,	 IN.
355 DY=0.00:
356 IF	 (REG.EQ.0) GO TO 602
357 DO 601	 I=I,NMAX
353 PSLIMCF(I)=12.0•U(I) nVISC/IUINF•UINF•Y(I))
359 601 YPLUS(I)=SQRTIPSl1MCF(I)1 nUINF•Y(I)/(VISC•12.0)
360 60: DO 800 I=1,NMAX
361 PUY=U(I)•Y(I)/(12.•VISC)
C UNCERTAINTY IN Y*, RATIO
36: DYPR=0.10




367 IF	 (YP.GT.YPHI)	 EPS=S.E-2
























378 PSUMC ► (I)•(VISCoYPo12./1TII ► ^IlIN ► 11^^2
379 891) CONTINUE
380 603 CONTINUE
381 DO 8:5 I%l,NMAX
382 IF	 (YPLUSII).LT.YPL01	 GO TO 8;S





388 850 CFEsSUMCF/FLOATINUMC ► 1
389 DCFR=DCFR/FLOATINUMCF10100.
3 00 WRITE	 16,900) CF2,DCFR
391 900 IORMAT	 (/IOX,'CF/Li'.E1l.S,SXP*UNCERTAINTY	 IN CF/2	 IPCT)	 2',F6.2)
392 RETURN
393 END
394 SUBROUTINE DEL99 IM,KI,U.UPW,RAD.T,Y,TPL,DE)
C SUBROUTINE WRITTEN BY MARCOS PIMENTA
305 DIMENSION	 UIII,T(I),Y(I),Z(60)
396 ZD=.99




401 00	 10 K=1,K1












409 DO	 3	 I=1,10










417 SUBROUTINE DEL12 (Kt,RAD.UPM.U.Y,T,DEIT.DE2T,DUR,00E20)
418 DIMENSION U(11,YI11,TIII,UUR11),/1601.61601
419 DIMENSION FF1601,GG(60)
C OUR,	 UNCERTAINTY IN VtIOCIFY, RATIO
C DY,	 UNCERTAINTY IN Y LOCATION, 	 IN.
420 DY:0.002
I 421 DO	 10	 I=1,K1
422 F (I )+UI 11/1 TI I ► •459.69 )
423 FFII1x1.-U(I)/UPM
424 GGtI ) xUII)*FF(I)/UPW





r 430 SUM P--0101/11.0#RAO*Y1111
431 SUM2-G01*0Y01*II.O#RAD*YIt1)
432 0SUM1=(0.SaFF(1)*DY)**2
433 DSUt12=(0.5vGG( 1 )NDY )1+*2
434 KLIM=K1-1



































462 WRITE	 (6,30) DEIT,DSUMI
463 33 FORMAT(/10X,'DE1	 (IN.)	 =',F7.4,5X,'UNCERT	 IN DE1	 (IN.)	 =',F7.41
464 WRITE	 ( 6,40) DEZT,DSUM2












































SUBROUTINE DUMP (KI.RAD. UPM.U,T.Y.TPL.CPI.SUMHoDUR.DSUMHR
CAUTION THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES ENTHALPY THICKNESS BASED
UPON STAGNAIION EN T HALPY PROFILES. THIS PPESUMES
THAT THE TEMPERATURE PROFILES ARE STATIC TEMPERATURE.
DIMENSION UIII.T11). Y(1I.OUR(II.Z(60),OZ(60),ZZ160)
OUR, UNCERTAINTY IN VELOCITY, RATIO
DT. U'ICERTAINTY IN TEMPERATURE, DEG F
OTzO.ZTi





ZZI I I •U( I ) • TO/'U( K I )
ZIIlsCPI•IT(I)-TIK11)•1 ll(I1402-(UP11/(1.0•RAD•Y(I)1)0021/
1 12.•32.174.778.1








DYIrXY( I)- Y(I -I1
C = IIIZII-II-ZII11 /1 r1I-11 -r1I111-1(21I1- ZII.111/Ir1I1-YII.1111)/
tlrlI-11-YII•ill
B=IIZ(I)-ZII. 1)1 /IYIII-YII•II))-C•IY(I)•Y(I•tll
A = ZII-1)-D • YlI-11-C•r1I-1 ► rYlI-t)
SUMH=SUMH • A• Ir1I•II-YII-111/2.•.125•b• Ir1I.11•YIIII ••2-lYlI-1 l•
IT( I11 ••21.0.0417•C•IIYII.11•Y(I I)••3-(Y(I-I.•IiI.iu•3)





D5UMH=O5UMH•I0.S•DZ(K1)) ••Z • (O.S•IZZ(Ki)•ZZ(K1-I)1•DY)••2
05U.'1H z 50R T ( OSUMH )
"it 1=SUMH0 t T (K 1 ).459.69 1/1 UPW•ZW )
OSUMHR=DSUMH/SU`4.
IF(RAD .LT. 0.0011 GO TO 25
S UMH = SUMH • R A D
SUMHz(I.0/RAD)*(EXP(5UMH)-t.0)
WRITE 16,301 SUMH,DSUMH





listing of the Stanton Program
The following Meting to that of the Fortran program used to reduce
the wall-measured heat flux data.
F-1
H1A T F IV
C
C	 STANTON ►Arb(P DATA RtOUCTION PROGRAM
C	 CUP W URI RIG NASA-NAG 3-3
C	 THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES STANTO ►1 NUMBERS AND INTHALIT THICK.
C	 REVISEO JULY 1960
C	 PRESENT VERSION ALSO CALCULATES SIN3ITIVITY COEFFICIENTS FOR
C	 STANTON NUMBER AND L44LEPTAI ►47T IN STANTON 04Lk93ER
C
1	 REAL M





e	 DIMENSION ST 162I,PD1e,'1,LA4C[RT1331.D5T1621.
1 US7RtLI621,0ILQCl621.DOELQC1621
7	 DIMENSION OESCl641.XCMf6ZI
a	 COMMON/ SLK1 /PAMB,PSTAT.TPECOV,RMUM.PDTN,TAMB
9	 COMMON/ BLK2 /UIt1F, TINF,TADIAB.RMOINF.VISC,PR,CP,N





It	 COMMON/ BLKS /SE000I62,39l.VMAX.VMIN,NA,N0
13	 DIMCN5ION TTOP138).TCFN1381,TBOT1381,RFX1621,
1 NRNl41,KOM04TI401, TSUPPl121,81641.NUM1631,11e:631
14	 OIMEN510N TTOPMV1 39). TC[POW(59).TBOTMV1391,TSUPMV112),
1 TOMV1641,PO5T1621,P'XCM16.'I
15	 CALL STARTGI'GENILO',0.I
lb	 DATA X/ 25.17,2e.20.27.23,:8.25,29.28.30.31,31.34,32.37,33.39.
1	 34.42,35.43.St.4a.37.51,38.53,39.Sb,40.59,4t.62.4,'.e4,
I	 43.67,44.70.45.73.46.76,47.78,48.81,50.25.52.1a.54.18,






18	 DATA R/	 0157,	 .01239	 0113,	 .0065,	 .01390
1	 .0120,	 .0147.	 .0144,	 .0080.	 .0097,	 .0105,
1	 .0111,	 .010:,
2	 .00909,	 .01016.	 .00062,	 .01530,	 .010218.
3	 .00585.	 .00907,	 .00704,	 .00808,
	 .00437,	 .00382.
4	 1400.0,




.01218,	 .00971,	 .01502.	 .01238.
7	 .00801.	 .01207,	 .00816.	 101077,	 .01384,	 .01067.
a	 .01231,	 .00833,	 .00788,	 .01455,	 .01579,	 .00776. .01.0.0/
19	 IRUN=O
C
C	 CHANGE O&IGIN OF X FROM START OF COPPER PLATES
C	 TO 5TAR1 OF CURVATURE
C
20	 LrB0=.05%BU
21	 CO 130 I-1,62
22	 UBII1--.050BII1
23	 130 XIII n XIII - 49.31:5
24	 U01631=.05*P(631
C
25	 DO 120 I=1,24
20	 120 ►NUMII l = I . 24
P7	 DO 121 I=25,38
28	 121 NUMIII = I - 24
29	 DO 122 I=39.63
30	 122 NUMIII = I - 38
C
C 010	 READ PUN NUMBER AND CONTROL PARAMETER
C
C	 NPN	 8 DIGIT RUN NUMBER
C	 IOUT	 PARA►ETER TO TERMINATE PROGRAM
F-2
1*
C IOUT n 0 TO READ DATA SIT
C IOUT NI 0 TO YIQMINATE PROGRAM
C JOVT	 UNCERTAINTY OUTPUT INDIX
C JOUTgO	 OUTPUTS ALL UNCCERTAINTIES WITH BASIC
C OUTPUT INFORMATION IINPUT DATA. CONVERTED
C DATA. STANTON NUMBERS, ETC.(
C PLUS MAXIMUM AND MINIMUM SENSITIVITY
C COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH VARIABLE OR PARAMETER
C JOUT n 1	 OUTPUTS ONLY RAW AND C014Vt g T[D INPUT DATA
C JOUTSE	 OUTPUTS ONLY MAXIMUM AND MINIMLA. S[NSITIVITY
C COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH VARIABLE OR PARAMETER
C JOUT n 3	 OUTPUTS SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS AT ALL
STATIONS PLUS MAXIMUMS AND MINIMUMS
C JOUTi4	 OUTPUTS UNCERTAINTIES WITH BASIC OUTPUT
C PLUS StNSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS AT ALL STATIONS




C JOUT83 AND JOUT 9 4 YIELD LARGE AMOUNTS OF
C OUTPUT.	 FOR SOME CCNTROI OF OUTPUT SIZE
C MODI ► Y SIZE OF MAIN UNCERTAINTY LOOP FIRST.
C
31 200 READ	 (S,1000)	 (NRNIII,I81,41,1OUT.JOUT
32 1000 FORMAT14A2.12.231
33 IF	 (IOUT.Nt.01	 GO	 TO 210
C
C • 2 0 RCAU DATA RUN DESCRIPTION, A FORMAT	 COL 1-60
C
34 READ	 (5,1010)	 (KOMNIN0(I1,	 1=1.351
35 1010 FORMAT	 (3SA21
C
C 030 READ TEST CONDITIONS
C
C TAMB	 AMBIENT TEMPERATURE	 (DEG F)
C PAMb
	
AMBIENT PRESSURE	 ( INCHES NG CORRECTED TO 32 DEG F)
C RHL:4	 RELATIVE HUMIDITY	 (PERCENT)
C
36 READ	 (5.1020)	 TAMB,PAMB.RHUM
37 10:0 FORMAT	 (7F 10.O.I3 )
30 PLATE220
C
C 040 READ TLAOJEL CONDITIONS
C
C TRECMV	 TUNNEL AIR RECOVERY TEMPERATURE 	 (I-C TC. MV)
C PD1N	 TUNNEL AIR VELOCITY DYNAMIC PRESSURE IINCHES M2O1
C PSTAT	 TUNNEL GAGE STATIC PRESSURE	 1I11CHES H2O)
C XVO	 VIRTUAL ORIGIN, TESL,	 FROM PGM PROFILE IINCHESI
C OXVO	 UNCERTAINTY IN XVO,	 FRCM PGM PROFILE (INCHES)
r DZINIT	 ENTHALPY	 THICKNESS,	 FROM PGM PROFILE (INCHES)
C D02INT	 UNCERTAINTY IN D2LOC. 	 FROM PGM PROFILE (INCHESI
C O.'LOC	 LOCATION OF PROFILE MEASUREMENTS (PLATE RI
C
39 READ	 (5.1020) TRECMV,POYN,PSTAT,XVO.DXVO,D2INIT.002INT.O2LOC
C
C • 5 0 READ DEVELOPMENT SECTION CONDITIONS
C
C PLATEI	 PLATE R WHERE DATA BEGINS
C PLATE2	 PLATE R WHERE HEALING BEGINS
C TOMV(I)	 PLATE TEMPERATURE	 (MV)
C HM(II	 HEAT FLUX METER SIGNAL IMVI
C PCOEFF(I) PRESSURE COEFFICIENT 	 O/t^
40 READ	 15,10301	 PLATEI,PLATE2	 r'
41 1030 FORMAT	 12131	 f.
4. PLATED	 Q	 PLATEI	 -	 1
43 ^'^READ	 ( 5, 1031 1	 TOMVO	 ^.	 ►




C 06 0 READ TEST SECTION CONDITIONS
C
C TTOPMVIII	 PLATE TOP TEMPERATURE	 (MV)
TCENMV(I)	 PLATE CENTER TEMPERATURE ("VI
F-3
C	 TBOTMV(II PLATE BOTTOM TEMPERATURE (MVI
C	 (JN1 I I	 PLATE POWER 1 WATTS 1
C	 PCOEFFIII PRESSURE COEFFICIENT
47	 READ IS.10401 ITBOTMVIII ,TCtWV(I),TTOPMVIII,OIW(I).
1 PCOEFFIII. I52S.381
48	 10%0 FORMAT (SF10.01
C
C *70	 READ QECOVFRY SECTION CONDITIONS
C
C	 TOMV(II	 PLATE TEMPERATURE II-C TC, MVI
C	 HMI II	 HEAT FLUX METER SIGNAL (MVI
C	 PCOEFF(II	 PRE55UPF COEFFICIENT
49	 READ IS.10311 ITOMVIII .HMIII.PCOEFF(I)92339,e21
59	 READ (f.10321 TOHV(631
C
C 080	 READ SUPPORT TEMPERATURES
C
C	 T5l/PMVII) TEST SECTION SUPPORT TEMPERATURE (I-C TC, MVI
C
S1	 READ 1f.10501 (TSUPMV(I), 18102)
52	 1050 FORMAT (6110.01
C
C •iiiiiiiiis•	 WRITE OUT ALL RAM DATA 0000000
C
S3	 IFIJOUTJQ.3.OA.JOUT.EQ.2) GO TO 2S2
54	 WRITE16.30001
55	 WRITE16.2'0001 INRN(I), I111.41
56	 2000 FORMAT (10A.'RUN '.4A2.' •o• CURVATURE RIG 0 * 0 NASA -NAG-3-3'.
1 fX,'INPUT DATA'/I
57	 WRITE(6,20101 (KOMMNTII). I =1,351
58	 :010 FORMAT 11OX.35A2/1
C
59	 WPITE16.20201 TAMB.PAM PHLIM
60	 2020 FORMAT(10X.'AMB TEMP s'.F6.1.' F'.SX,'AMB PRESS 8 '.F6.2.' IN HG',
1 SX.'REL HUM n '.Ff 1.' %'./1
61	 I:PTTfi6,'0301 PSTAT.POYN.TRFCMV.02241T.02LOC.T102INT,XVO.DX1'^
62	 2030 FORMAT 110X.'STAT PRESS n '.Ff.2.' IN H2O LPYN PRESS •'.F6.3.
1 ' IN H2O RECOV TEMP • ',F6.3,'
 
MV'//l0X,'ENT14ALPY THICKNESS •
2 ,F7.4.' IN AT PLATE •',I3.4X,'UNCERTAINTY n ',F8.5.'
 
IN',//,
3 10X,'VIRTUAI ORIGIN , X 5 ',F6,1,'	 IN'.4X,'UNCERTAINTY n ',
4 FS.2.' IN'. /)
C
63	 WRITE16,20401
64	 :040 FORMAT(/,10X,' PLATF',6X.'TPLATE',6X ,'HM'.BX,'CP'./,22X,'(MVI',6X,
1 '(MV)',/)
65	 I n 24
66	 WRITE(6.2050) PLATED. I. T0MV0
67	 WQITE16,2050) (I,NUMII),TOMV(11,HMII). PCOEFF(I), I=PLATEI.24)
08	 2050 ► ORMAT(l0X,I2,I4,2F11.3,F10.3)
C
69 WQITE(6,2060)
70 :060 FORMAT	 1 /,lQX,'PLATE',7X,'770P	 TCEN	 TOOT',6X,'QD0T',
1	 8X.'CP'/22X.'(MVI	 (MV)	 )MVI	 (WATTS)',/)
71 WPITE(6,2070)	 (I,NUMII), TTOPMVIII,TCENMVIII.TBOTMVIII,OWII1,
1	 PCOEFFIII.	 I n 2S.38)
72 2070 FORMAT	 IIOX ,I2.I4,1X.3F10.3,3X,F7.2.F10.3)
C
73 WRITE(6,3000)
74 WPITE(6,20001	 (NRNII),	 I=1.41







78 I	 -	 63





81 2080 FCPMAT (///.10X,'SUPPORT	 TEMPERATURES
	 )MV)',///,24X,
1	 'TOP	 CEN	 BOT'.//,10X,'UP5TPEAM 	 '.3F8.3./,10X.
2	 'DOWNSTREAM-,3F8.3, //,24X.'UP 	 RCN	 DOWN'. //.




C ***so** PERTURBATION BLOCK 000*000
C
C INPUTS VARIED T ► 'DIVIDUALLY BY	 1'/.
C
1 C PEPTURDATIO►1 LOOP INDICES1C
C J	 MAIN PERTURBATION LOOP
C JT	 5L19510IARY LOOP TO ALLOW CALCULATION OF PARTIAL
C DERIVATIVES WITH RESPECT TO 111+11 AND TII-1)
C AS WELL	 AS Till
C JS	 SUBSIDIARY LOOP FOR S(I+11 AND S(I)
C
C NTAGIII MARKS ARGUMENT IN SUBISIOIARY LOOPS,
C DISTINGUISHING AMONG I,	 1+1,	 AND 1-1	 FOR LATER USE
C IN COMPUTING SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS.
83 DATA	 DESC/	 'TO(I',')	 '.'TTOP','III	 ','TCEH','(I)
1	 'TBOT','III
2	 'HM(I'.')	 ,'QIII','	 ','K(II','
3	 'AIII','	 ','PAMB'.'	 ','RHLM','
4	 'TREC','OV	 ','PDYN','	 ','EMIS','
5	 'WCAL'.'	 ','RO(I',')	 1.'14150I1111)
6	 'RLOO','III	 ','RA	 ','	 'PSTA','T
7	 'SPAN','III	 '9'TSUP','P10	 ','RFW	 r
8	 'ICAL'.
	
','PS	 '..	 '.'RHOS'.	 ,
9	 'XA	 ,'	 ','RV	 ','
1	 'KUP	 ','	 ','KDOW','N
84 DATA LRICERT/400.0.4*0.003,	 0.003r	 0.01.	 0.020,	 0.05,	 0.02,
1	 0.0005,	 0.30,	 1.00.	 0.003,	 0.00500,	 0.02.	 0.C5r3•.015,
2	 0	 005.	 0.005,	 20..	 0.004,	 1.04,	 0.1,	 2.0.	 0.0001.
3	 0.003,	 100.0,	 .005,	 0.0086,	 0.01790/
85 JS=1;	 JSC=1;	 JT=1
88 ARGO=100.0
89 DO	 160	 T=PLATE1,63
90 ARG(I)=100.0
91 160 CONTINUE
92 DO 500 J=1,33
93 JCC,(MT=J







102 DO	 142	 .)T=1.3
103 IF(J.GT.6)	 GO TO 245
104 IF(J.EQ.1)	 GO TO 280
105 JTC=JT
10C IFIJT.EQ.3) MT=63
IFINT.NE.01	 GO TO 225
IF(J.EQ.21	 CALL CHANGE(O,JTC.TOMVO.TOMV(1))
109 IF(J.EQ.6)	 CALL CHANGE(O.JTC,BO,B(I))
110 NT--3
111 225 CONTIPIUE
112 DO 143 I=NT,MT,3
113 ICOUNT=1
114 IF(I.LE.38.0ID.I.GE.25)	 GO	 TO	 220
115 IF(J.EQ.2)	 CALL CHANGEIICOUNT,JTC,TOMVIII,TOKV(I+1))
116 ?"6 IF(J.EQ.3.AND.JT.EQ.1)	 GO TO 223
117 GO TO 224
118 223 TonV(2v)=ARG(24 ►
119 TOMV(63)=ARG(63)
120 TOMVO=ARGO
121 IFII.EQ.40.0R.I.EQ.391 	 GO TO 224
122 IF(I.GT.2)	 TOMV(I- 2)=ARG(I -2)
123 224 IF(J.EQ.6)	 CALL CHANGEIICOUNT,JTC.B(I),3(I+1))
124 GO TO 221
125 220 IF(J.EQ.3) CALL CHANGE(ICOUNT ,JTC,TTOPMV(I),TTOPMV(I+1))
126 IFI J.EQ.4.AND.JT.EQ.I.ANO.I.GT.26)	 TTOPMV(1-2)=ARG(I-2)
127 IF(J.EQ.4.AN0.JT.EQ.1)	 TTOPMV(25)=ARG(25)
128 IF(J.EQ.4) CALL CHANGEIICOUNT,JTC,T-c4MV(I),TCENMV(1+1))
129 IFIJ.EQ.5.AND.JT.EQ.I.AND.I.GT.261 	 TCLNMV(1-2)=ARG(I-2)
130 IF(J.EQ.5.AND.JT.EQ.1) 	 TCENMV(25)=ARG(25)
131 IFIJ.EQ.5) CALL CHANGEIICOUNT,JTC.I8OTMV111,TBOTMV(I+1))
F-5
13t	 1FIJ. ►K.61 GO 10 :tl
133	 IFIJT.f11,1.ANO I.GT.ta) TOOTIIVII-t1AARG11-t)
134	 II(JT.EQ 11 1POTMVIIS: n ARG12S)
35	 ARGIII*0.0
136	 1111 EQ.01 GO TO 2:0
137	 ttl	 N1 ►GI L1 0
134	 t:e	 NTAGO 0
159	 ifII.[Q.631 GO 10 2tt
140	 MI Aral 141 I n - I
141	 IfII.IQ.II i0 70 143
1%t	 t:2	 NTAG11-1181
143	 I&A	 CONTINUE
144	 t4s	 IFIJ.EQ.7) 501ARGO
14%	 00 144 1.1,63
I4h	 1 COUNT n 1
147	 IFIJ.[Q.7.AND JS. FQ.11 0111-ARGIII
I4H	 IF11.Gf.7S. AM. I.LE.1Al GO 10 ?47
1 v'/	 1FII.Gl.et1 GO TO 144
ISO	 1FIJ.[Q.81 CALL L ►IANIICOU►1T.HMI I11
151	 IFIJ.EQ.91 NMII)1ARG11)
15t	 GO 10 144
IS3	 N7	 IFIJ.0.91 CALL CH ANIICOUNT.QMII11
154	 IFIJ.IQ.101 Q111I11ARGIII
15S	 144	 CONI INlll
IS6	 IfIJ.IQ.I 1 CALL CHAN11.11AMP1
157	 ItIJ.1Q.131 CALL CHANG[tI.4.RH111.PAMP1
1!e	 IFIJ.EQ.14) CALL CN ANG111.4,TRlCMV,RHLIM)
159	 1FIJ.IQ.IS1 CALL CHANUtII,4.)101N.IRICMV)
Ih0	 IF(J. IQ. 161 PUM%ARG11)
161	 IF(J.fh1.2t1 CALL CHANII,PSIA7I
1e:	 If IJ.IQ.t31 PSTAT=ARGIII
163	 IF IJ.NE.:3 .Alto. J.NC.24) GO 10 14S
le4	 DO 146 11,!5.38
16S	 ICOLINT n I
166	 If IJ.[Q.23) CALL CHAN(ICOLINT,DELQCIIII
1h7	 If IJ TQ.t41 DLLQC111 n ARG111
1 r.8	 146 CONTINUI
160	 14S CONTImll
170	 IF4J.1Q.:4) GAIL CHAN11,T5UPMV(10)1
171	 If1.1 .1Q IS  TSLIPMV110)a ARGII I
1 7t	 CONI PAR
C
C 6460*44 DATA CONVERSION MOCK 04-4 •
C
173	 IF(J.GT.1) GO TO 40
C	 AVOIDS CONVERIIW( PRISSORE ANO HUMIDITY MORE THAN ONCE
174 RHLJM - RHUM / 100.
C CONVERT ALL PPISSURIS TO LRF/ 5QFT
175 PI11N	 PORN • 5.195
176 PSTA'	 a	 I'STAT • 5.195
177 PAM11	 PAM % • 70.7: 6
110 :'+0 CON TINUI






10: on	 100	 111.1:
183 TSIIPPI I1 = TCIJC(XINT.TSUPMVI II.O.O.IAMP)
184 too CONI MME
t05 00	 101	 1=PLAIEI.:4
106 701I11TC IJCOUNT.TOMVIII,5(I).TAMPI
187 101 CONTINUE
188 DO 10:	 1=2S.38
Ic19 TTOPIIIITC (JCOUN1.7101'MVITI.D11),TAMSI
190 7CEN(1)=TC(JCOUNT,TCENMVIII.H1Il.7AM01
191 71301111= TCIJCOUNT,T90TMVIII.P( I),TAMD1
19: t0: CONTINUE








C COMPUTE THE TEMPERATURES IN 1HE FRAME NtAR THE FNDS Of
	 THE PLATES
C by A QUADRATIC ► IT TO THE TEMPS.	 MEA5URID IN THE PLATE SUPPORTS.
C ALSO COMPUTE AVERAGES Of ENO AND OVERAIL TEMPS. OF THE PLATES.
C
' 197 At • ( I TSUPP(7)•TSUPPI 101-TSLIPP(81-TSUPP4 1) )1/S. - (YSUPP(81••
1	 TSUPP(II ) -TSUPP(9)-TSUPP(I21)/6.1/22.
198 Al	 n 	 ITSUPPI8)•l5UPP1111-T5UPP(7)-TSUPP(10)1/10.
	 -	
At • 9.
199 AO	 n 	 1T5UPP(7).13V1 1P(101 )/2. 	Al	 •	 2.	 -	 A2	 •	 4.
C
?00 00 104 I925.38
:01 1FRAME(Il	 a	 A-i	 •	 Al	 •	 II-241	 •	 A?	 •	 II -2410(I - 241
- 1102 TO(II	 n 	 TCEN(II
203 TENNIII	 a	 ( TTOP ( I) 	 •	 TBOT(Ill	 /2.
204 104 CONTINUE
C
1105 TUP	 •	 (TSUPP(I)	 •	 TSUPP12)	 •	 TSUPP(3))	 /3.
:06 IOOWH •	 IT511PP141	 •	 TSUPP(S)	 •	 TSUPP(611 /3.
C
C COMPUTE W1 ►A TUNNEL FLOW CONDITIONS
207 CALL TUNNEL IJCOUNT)
C
C COMPUTE NET ENERGY TRANSFER FROM DEVELOPMENT
E
C REGION,	 TEST StC1ION AND RECOVERY REGION
?08 CALL POWER	 IJSC.JCOIINT.TINF,TUP.7DOWN,PLATEII
C CORRECTION FOR SPANWISE NEAT FLOW AND UPDATE PLATE CENTER TEMPI
209 DO	 106	 I=1,611
210 DDELQCIII=0.01
211 106 CONTINUE
212 00 109 I=25,38
213 TFC=0.0221.(TBOT(II-TCEN(I))-0.01?70(TCEN(I)-TTOPII))
214 TFB=-0.14,10(TCENIII-TTOP(I1)-4.06•TFC






C •••••.,r	 WRITE ALL CONVERTED DATA	 04040..•
C
220 If(J.GT.II	 GO TO 251
221 IFIJOUT.EQ.3.OR.JOUT.EQ.?1	 GO TO 2S1
( 222 WRITE16,30001






227 I	 = PLATEO •	 24
211 8 WRITEIb,:1101	 PLATEO,	 I.	 100
229 WRITE(6 . 2110)	 II,NU1 ( 1).TO(I) , HM(I),QOOT(I) , IzPLATE1,24)
230 2110 FORMAT	 (I0X,I2.I4.F10.2.F10.3,Fll.2)
C
231 WRITEl61211101








236 WWITEl6,21401	 INRNIII,	 I=1.41
?37 2140 FORMAT (10X,'WUN	 ',4A2.'







241 I	 : 63
^w
242 WRITE(b . 2110)	 I,	 NUM(I),	 TO1I)
243 WRITE(6,21501	 ITSUPPII1,	 2=1.12)
1144 2150 FORMAT 1///,I0X.'SUPPORT TEMPERATURES
	
(DEG PI'.///.l4X.









I OX, 'TOP	 '.3F6.2,/,IOX,'B0TTOM	 11318.t)
245 2SI CONTINUE
C
C •0*000• COMPUTE STANTON NUMBER 	 0000•••
C
C X REYNOLDS NUMBER BASED ON VIRTUAL ORIGIN TBL
246 FACT--UINF/(VISCOIt.)
247 OREX* ►ACT•DXVO
248 DO	 110	 I01162
2 -09 110 REXIIIT ►ACTOIXIII	 -.V0I4(I.0- PCOfFF(I))v00.S
C COMPUTE STANTON NUMBERS
250 01HOM-RHOINF•UINF*CPU 3600.
251 DO	 111	 I=1.62
2S2 ST(I)tQOOT11)/I0ENOMO(7011)- TADIAB)0(1.0-PCOEFFII)1000.S)
:53 111 CONTINUE
C 000M00 COMPUTE UNCERTAINTY IN STANTON MJMBER 	 000«0•
C
C
C OST111 ORIGINAL ILINPERTURBFDI S T ANTON NUMBER
C 0ST11) CHANGE IN STANTON NUMBER DUE TO FLRTUW BATON
C DARG	 CHANGE IN VARIABLE OR PARAMETER DUE TO PERTURBATION
C PDIII	 PARTIAL DERIVATIVE 	 DST/DARG
C SENCO(I.J)	 SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENT	 PO(I) O ADSOLUTE UNCERTAINTY
C IN VARIABLE OR PARAMETER
C
24 S4 IF(J.EQ.1)	 GO	 TO :84
255 00	 180 1=1.62
2S6 DSTII)zO5T(l)-ST(I)
257 IFIJ.GE.I2.AND.J.LE.1b)	 GO	 TO	 290
258 IF(J.GE.2I.ANO.J.L(.25	 .AND.	 J.NE.23)	 GO	 TO	 290
259 1FIJ.GE.:71	 GO	 TO	 290
260 IFIJ.GE .33)	 GO TO 2)0
261 GO TO :8I
C FOR VARIABLES OR PARAMETERS APPLYING TO ALL PLATES,
C DARG 15 MADE THE SAME AT EACH PLATE




266 IF(J.GT.71 GO TO 282
267 IF(NTAG(I).EQ.11	 DARG=ARG(I#1)00.01
268 If(NTAG(I).EQ.-1)	 DARG=ARG(I-1)00.01
C FOR J=6,	 8(251-81281	 All EQUAL ZERO
C FOR J = 28.	 THE THERMOCOUPLE CALIBRATION EQUATION RESULT I5
C PERTURBED BY O.OSF RATHER THAN 1% TO SIMPLIFY DETERMINATION OF ARG
C FOR J'34,	 XBII)=O.O
264 282 IFIJ.FQ.6.AND.I.LE.38.AND.I.GE.251 	 DARG=0.0001
270 IFIJ.EQ.8.ANO.I.LE.38.ANO.I.GE.251 	 DARG=0.0001
271 IF(J.EQ.6.AND.JT.EQ.I.AND.I.EQ.39) 	 DARG=0.0001
272 IFIJ.EQ.6.A(10.JT.EQ.2.ANU.I.EQ.24)	 DARG=0.0001
273 IFIJ.EQ..6)	 DARG=0.05
274 IF	 (ASS(DARG)	 .LT.	 I.OE-8)	 DARG=I .0E-8
275 PO(I)=DST(I)/DARG
C UNCERTAINTIES IN KII) AND S(I) CALCULATED IN SUBROUTINE POWER
C USING RELATIVE (PERCE.NTI UNCERTAINTIES
276 UNCERT(TO)=DKK1I)
277 LRKERTI 7)=DSS( 11
278 UNCERT(6)=UBIII
279 UNCERT(23)=DDELQCII)
280 IF	 II	 .GE.	 38) UNCERT(23)=DDELQC(38)
281 PDU=POI I ) O LJNCERT(J )
C COMPUTE SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS
282 SENCO(I,J)=ABS(PDU)
283 445 CONTINUE
C DETERMINE ARRAYS IN SUBSIDIARY	 LOOPS
284 IF(J.GT.6) GO TO 283
285 SCTII,J.JT)=SENCO(I.J)







291 IF(J.GT.6) GO TO 292
292 142 CONTI(11/E
291 292 IF(J.NE.71	 Gr TO 291
294 141 CONTINUE
295 291 CONTINUE
• 296 GO TO 500
297 284 00 185
	 1=1,62




302 SCT(24.2. 1)= SWT(SENCO124. 3)•SENCO(24,31*5ENC0124,4105ENC0124.4 ►
'- 1	 •SENCO124,5)•SENCO124,S)1
303 SCT(39, 2.1)= SORT(5ENC0(39,31*SENCO(39,3)*SENCO(39,41*SENC0119,4)
1	 •SE1(CO(39,S )+SENCO(39,S) )
304 DO	 182	 J=2.6
305 DO 182	 I=1,62
306 182 SFNCO(I,J)z(SCT(I,J.1)•SCT(I.J.1)#SCT(I.J,2I*SCT(I.J,2)
!	 •5CTII.J,3I•SCT(I.J,3)1*•0.5
307 DO	 183 I=1,62
308 183 SEW-O(I,J)z(SCT(I.J.1)*SCTII.J.I)*SCT(I.J.E)*SCY(I,J.2))**O.S
309 DO	 171	 I=1,62
310 S11M=0.0





C COMPUTE DEL2 AND REDEL2 BASED ON ACTUAL ST-DATA
315 CALL ENTHAI	 (FAC7,D2INIT,D02INT.02LOC)
316 DO	 172	 I=1,62
317 REENPI I1=0.0
318 STP(I)=0.0






C *** ****	 WRITE STANTON NUMBER DATA	 r••w«r•
C
324 IF(JOUT.LE.3.AN0.JOUT.GE .1)	 GO TO 285
325 WRITE(6.3000)
326 WRITE(6,22001	 (NRNIII,	 I=1,4)
327 2200 FORMAT (10X,'PU1)	 ',4A2,'	 000 CURVATURE RIG	 NASA-NAG-3-3
	 ',
1	 SX,'STANTON NUMBER DATA'/)
328 TADBC=5.•(TADIA5-32.)/9.
329 TINFC=5.M(TINF-32.)/9.






336 2210 FORMAT(1O'W TADB=',F6.2,'	 DEG C
	
UREF=',F12.2,'	 M/S	 TINF='.





2	 4X,'XVO=',F7.1.'	 CM'/10X,'CP='.F8.0.' 	 J/P.GK	 PR=',F14.3/)
.- 337 WITE(6,2220)	 (KOMMNT(I),I=1,35)
338 2220 FORMAT1IOX.35AZ/)
339 WRITE(6,2230)
340 2230 FORMAT(IOX,' PLATE'.3X.'X',3X,'UPW',SX,'K'.5X.6X.'REXVO',7X,'TO'.6X
1	 ,'STANTON NO',6X,'REENTH',	 7X,'DST',9X,'DSTIX)1.7X,'DPEEN',/
2	 16X,'(CM)	 ','	 (M/5)',27X,'DEG
	 C'./)




345 IF	 II	 .EQ.	 25)	 WRITE(6,4000)1
346 IF	 (I	 .EQ.	 39)	 WPITE(6,4100)
347 4000 FORMAT(/IOX,'CURVE BEGINS'/)
348 4100 FORMAT(/10X,'PECOVERT BEGINS'/)
♦
1
349 IF	 (I.E0.39)	 WPITE(6.3000)
F-9
350	 IF II .GT. 11 XCML6X(I--I102.S4
351	 ULOCBUINFMS011.0-PCO[FF(I11000.5
352	 T(MPC=5.4110(I)-32.1/9.
351	 If (I .GT. 1) ACCz1100.0(VISCI /(2.00ULOC1)0
1 (IPCO[FF( I- 11-PCOIFFIII)/IXCM(II-XCMLI))/(1.0-K OEFF(I))
354	 If (I .EQ.1) ACC=0.0
35S	 IF (I .GE. O.LOC:I GO TO 114
356	 IF (I .G(. PLATE21 GO TO 11S
357	 WRITE 16.2245) I,XCMII),ULOC.ACC.REX(II.TEMPC
354	 2245 FORMATIIOX.I3.F7 .I,F7.t,IX,C10.S.1X.E1t.S,F7.t1
359	 GO TO 113
360	 Il5 WRITV 6,2240) I,XCMIII.ULOC.ACC. R[X (I1,TEMPC.OST(l).USTABSIII.USTR
?EL(II





363	 114	 WRITE(6922501 I.XCMIII.ULOC.ACC,REX(I),TEMPC.OST(I).REENII).USIABS
1 III.USTRELIII,OREENIII








C 44466 ADDITIONAL UNCERTAINTY INFORMATION 0.064
C
C	 COMPUTE AND WRITE OUT MAXIMUM AND MINIMIM SENSITIVITY
C	 COEFFICIENTS FOR EACH VARIABLE OR PARAMETER
C
369	 IFIJOUT.E0.11 GO 10 293
370	 WRITEI6,30001
371	 WRITE16,.3401(NRNII),Ic1.41
372	 23,40 fORMAT110X,'RUN',4A2,' 000 CURVATURE RIG 000 NASA-NAG -3-3 ',
1 5X.'5(N5ITIVITY COEFFICIENTS (DST/DARG 4 DELTA ARGI' //,





1 'MAX	 MIN' //)





382	 SMA\T)R(J)=VMAX; SMINDRIJI=VMIN; NI=NA; N.=NB
386	 CALL MAXMIN(25,38.JC0UNT)
387	 SMA\TS(J)=VMAX; SMINTSIJI = VMIN; N3=NA; 1,44=N11
391	 CALL MAXMIN(39,62.JCDUNTI
















C	 WRITE OUT ALL SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS
C
4 11 5	 IF(JOUT.LT.31 GO TO 286
4, 6	 WRITE(6,30001
407	 WRITE(6,235011NFN(II,Ic1,4)




413	 DO 190 I=1,62
















2350 FORMAT II OX. *RUN'.4A2,' ••• CURVATURE RIG ••• NASA-NAG-3-3
1	 SENSITIVITY COEFFICIENTS'/)




419 NUflP1=62-P LATE 1
420 IF	 (PLATE2.GT.PLATEI) "P1=62-PLATER
421 IF	 (PLATEt	 .LT.	 PLATEI) GO TO 187

















437 CALL GRAPHGI'•'.O.NUMPI,PXCM,POST.3.'STREAMWISE 	 DISTANCE	 (CMI•',






4r3 CALL	 SET S!'G1 1 33. 1 .0 )
444 CALL	 SETSMG(134.2.0)
-#45 CALL GRAPHGI'•',O.NUMP2,REENP,STP,3,'ENT'HALPY THICKNESS REYNOLDS N
211F; A IR • '.'STANTON NUMLIER N ','STANTON NJMBER 4ERSUS ENTHALPY	 THICKNES
35 REYNOLDS NUMBER•'I
446 1RUN=1
447 GO TO 200
448 210 CONTINUE





C	 FUNCTION CONVERTS TEMP FROM IRON-CONSTANTAN MV TO DEG F
454	 T = 3:.350 • 35.300 • EMF - 0.405 • EMF • EMF
.455	 IFIJ.E0.'6) T=T•0.05




459 SUBROUTINE TUNNEL IJI
C
C THIS ROUTINE COMPUTES THE WIND TUNNEL	 FLOW CONDITIONS
C
C UINF	 FREE STREAM VELOCITY IFT/SECT
C TINF	 FREE STREAM STATIC TEMPERATURE 	 IDEG FI
C RHOINF	 FREE	 STREAM DENSITY	 IIBM,'FT3)
C VISC	 FREE STREAM KINEMATIC VISCOSITY (FTE/SECT
C CP	 FREE STREAM SPECIFIC HEAT (BTU/LEIM/OES RI
C PR	 FREE STREAM PRANDTL NUMBER
C W	 FREE STREAM ABSOLUTE HUMIDITY (LBM H2O/LBM DRY AIR)
C
460 COMrON/ BLKI /PAMB .PSTAT,TRECOV,RIIUM,PDYN,TAMP
461 COVMN/ BLK2 /UINF,TINF,TADIAB,PHOINF,VISC.PR ,CP,W
462 CO'MN ARG163).ARGO
C
C SATURATION DATA FROM K AND K 1% 9 STEAM TABLES
463 DIMENSION	 TIMP(I01,PSATll01,RHOSAT110)
464 REAL MFA.MFV,MWA,MWV,JF
465 DATA	 TEMP/	 40..	 $0.0,	 60.0.	 70.0,	 80.0,
1	 90.01	 100.01	 110.01	 11^0.01	 130.0/
466 DATA	 PSAT/	 17.S19,	 25.636,	 36.907,	 52.301,	 73.051,
1	 100.627.	 136.843,	 183.787,	 :44.008.	 320.400/
467 DATA RHOSAT/	 .0004090.	 .0005868.	 .0008;86,	 .00115:5.	 .0015803,
1	 .0021381,	 .0028571,	 .0037722,	 .0049261,	 .00636:5/
468 UO 10 N=1,9
469 IFITEMP(NI.GT.TAMB) 	 GO TO 20
470 10 CONTINUE
471 20 OT	 =	 ITAMS -	 TEMP(N-1))/10.
47E PS =	 PSATIN-11	 ♦ OT*IPSAT(H)	 -	 PSAT(N-111
473 RHOS = RHOSATIN-11	 • OT O IRHDSAT(N)	 - RHO54T(N-11)
474 IF(J.00.C7)	 CALL CHAN(1,P51
475 IF(J.1G.28) CALL CHANII,RHOSI
476 RARlS4S.32/28.970
477 P = PAMB ♦ PSTAT
478 RHOV = KHUM*RHOS
479 PVAP = RHLIM*PS
480 PA = P - PVAP
481 RHOA = PA/iPA O (TAMB • 459.67))
482 W=RHOV:RHOA
v83 RHOM = RHOA • RHOV
484 MW = 28.970
485 ;WV	 =	 18.016
486 MFV = RNOV/RHOM
487 MFA =	 1.0	 - MFV
488 RM =	 1545.3:*(MFA/MWA • MFV/MWV)
X59 CP = MFA 6 0.:40	 •	 MFV•O.445
490 GC=32.1739
491 JF=778.26
C RFW; RECOVERY FACTOR FOR WIRE
C RFW=0.68	 WIRE NORMAL TO FLOW
C RFW=0.86	 WIRE PARALLEL TO FLOW
492 RFW=0.86
493 IFIJ.E7.2S) CALL CNANII.RFW)











' 503 SUBROUTIN[ POWER IJSC,J.TINF.TUP,TDOWN. PLATE II
C
k C THIS ROUTINE
iC 111 CORRECTS THE INDICATED PLATE POWER READING FOR
C WATTMETER CALIBRATION $40 CIRCUIT INSERTION LOSSESIj
C 1E1 COMPUTES NET ENERGY	 LOST FROM PLATES BY FORCED
r
C CONVECTION NEAT TRANSFER
C 131 COMPUTES MIA T FLUX FROM RECOVERY REGION PLATES1
C









C HEAT FLUX METER CALIBRATION CON5TANTS • 	 1-24 ISTU/HR/SQFTI/MV
SIO DATA K/	 40.07,	 32.59,	 30.4:,	 3:.79,	 13.97,	 15.72,
t	 31.580	 29.56,	 31.55,	 35.70,	 34.36,	 34.47.
2	 31.55.	 41.04,	 25.65,	 30.51.	 .17.19.
3	 29.46,	 31.15,	 27.47,	 11:.110	 1-4.37,	 35.50.
C END LOSS CONSTANTS FOR TEST SECTION (PLATES 2S-381 	 (BTU/NR/Fl
4	 .244,	 .293,	 .2S6,	 2249	 ..141,	 .2"83,	 .227,
5	 .227,	 ..127,	 .230,	 .125.	 .196,	 2961	 .244.
C NEAT FLUX METER CALIBRATION CONSTANTS • 39-6.1 1BTUiHR/SQFT1/ITV
6	 33.469	 33.05.	 35.:1,	 31.64,	 33.53.	 31.921
7	 :5.16,	 33.10.	 27.15.	 30.71,	 30.421
	
31.39,
8	 33.01,	 33.91,	 31.47,	 1 9.60,	 22.61,	 31.41,
9	 32.34,	 36.41,	 32.70,	 22.05,	 30.58.	 32.72/
CC COMPUTE UNCERTAINTIES IN KiII
C
511 IFIJ.GT.11	 GO	 10	 13:






518 DO	 131	 I=1,62
519 ICOUNT=I




523 DATA	 A /	 :4. 0.15706,	 0. 2 320,	 13 . 0.2495,	 24*0.1290/i
S24 IFIJ.NE.111	 GO TO 220




k 529 120 CONTINUE
•. 530 2.1 0 IFIJ.NE.121	 GO TO .122
S31 DO	 la^1	 I=1,62
532 121 AIII=AAII1
533 222 CONTINUE
C AXIAL CONDUCTION LOSS CONSTANTS	 (BTU/HR/Fl





	 .720,	 .664,	 .624,
2	 .761,	 .697,	 .777.	 .730.
	 .718,	 .730,	 .744,	 .724,	 .746,
^- 3	 '.7759
	 .6 9 3,	 .755,	 .677,	 .772,




537 IFIJSC.NE.11	 GO TO	 142
C






$41 IF(J.NE.7) GO TO 241
S42 NS n 2;MS=62
544 IFIJSC.FQ.11 GO TO 2140
545 N591 ;MS =61
547 240 DO 140 I=NS,MS,2
548 ICOUNTtl
S49 CALL CHANG1l ICOLINT,J5C,S( 11.511#1 11
SSO NTAG(II=O
SSI I /II.Ht.11	 60 TO 249
SS2 NTAGO =1




C WATTMETER CIRCUIT RESISTANCES
557 DATA	 RO	 /	 8.18,	 8.03,	 8.19.	 8.12,	 6.03. 8.11,
1	 8.110	 8.,s.	 8.04,	 8.07,	 a.17, 7.98,
ssa DATA RBO / 8.08,	 7.92,	 8.08,	 a 01,	 7.921, 7.99,




SS9 DATA RLOO/	 7.69,	 7.84,	 7.83,
	
7.86.	 7.84, 7.84.
1	 7.64.	 7.87,	 7.83,	 7.81,	 7.88, 7.87,
S60 DATA RA.XA,RV.RB/	 0.080.	 0.063.	 7569.0,	 0.1780/
561 DATA KUP, KDOWN /	 0.086.	 0.179/
562 00	 150	 I . 	1,14
S61 ICOUNT=1
564 IFIJ.EQ.181	 CALL CHAN(ICOUNT.ROIIII
56S IF(J.E4.19)	 CALL CHANGEfICOUNT,4.RBO(I),RO1111
S66 IF(J.F9.2101	 CALL CHANGE(ICOUNT.4.R.COITI,RDO(I)I
567 IFIJ.EQ.211	 RLOO(I)=ARG(I)
568 150 CONTINUE
569 1F(J.EQ.211	 CALL CHAN(I,RA)
S70 IFIJ.EQ.2,1	 R&=0.064
S71 IF(J.LT.29) GO TO ZSO
S721 IF(J.F0.29)	 CALL CMAN(I,XA)
571 IFIJ.EQ.301	 CALL CHANGE(I.4.RV.XA)
574 IF(J.EQ.31)	 CALL CHANGE11,4.Rl,RVI
575 IF(J.EQ.32)	 CALL CHANGE(1,4,KUP,RB)




C THIS BLOCK CORRECTS INDICATED WATTMETER READING USING
C WATTMETER CALIBVATION EQUATION






585 IF	 IQWIII	 ..T.	 5.01	 GO TO	 II
S86 QCOR'QCOR4(0.00833:QP)OSIN(QP•40.551
S87 11 IFIJ.EQ.17) CALL CHAN(IC0UNT.QCOR)
C











C THIS BLOCK CORRECTS POWER DELIVERED TO PLATES IN
C TEST SECTION FOR CONDUCTION AND RADIATION LOSSES
596 SF=1.
i97 EMIS=0.05
S ob IF(J.EQ.161	 CALL CMAN(1,EMIS1
599 TAR=(TINF+460.)/1C0.











QCONO L K(I)*(TENOII)-TFRAM[(I)) • SIII+ITOIII-l01I-111
I , S11.11+I70111-TO1I.111
603	 If II .EQ. 251 QCOND + QLOND • KUP+(TOII) - TUPI
604	 IF (I .EQ. 361 QCOND • QCONO • KD011NITO(I) - TDOM11
60S	 QRAO•A(11+SFe[MIS+.171 #4+( TOP+TOR+TOR+TOR-TAR+YAR*IAPsTAR)
C
C	 ENERGY BALANCE I3 APPLIED TO PLATE
606	 QOOTII) = (Q(I)+3.4129 - QCONO - QRADI/AII)
601	 109 COW INU[
C
C	 THIS BLOCK COMPUTES HEAT FLUX FROM DEVELOPMENT REGION PLATES
608	 SFa1.0
b09	 tMISzo.0s
610	 IF(J.EQ.16) CALL CNAN(1,EMIS)
611	 7AR=(TINF•460.)/100.
C
612 00 200 I=PLATE1,24
613 TOR=170111.460.1/100.
614 QRII)	 • SF+EMIS+.1714+ITOROTORNTOR+TOR-TAROTAR+TAR+TARI
61S IF(I.GT.1)	 GO	 TO	 195
616 QDOT(1)	 •	 KI11+NM(1)+11.0180.-TO(1)1/700.1 	 -	 QR111
1	 -	 I SI I I+1 TO(1 1-T00 )	 •	 S( 2)+(TO(1)-T0( 2)))/AII I
617 GO TO 200
616 195 QDOT(I)=K(I) OMM(11*(1.0I80.-TO(I))/700.1	 -	 QPII)
1	 -	 (S(I ►+ITOIII-TOII-1 ► )	 •	 SlI.11+IT01I1-TOII.1111/AII)
619 1 00 CONTINUE
C
C THIS BLOCK COMPUTES HEAT FLUX FROM RECOVERY REGION PLATES
620 DO 201	 I=39.62
621 TOR=ITO(I)•4b0.)/100.
622 QR1I)	 z SFIDEMI$+.1714+(TDR+TOR+TDR+TOR- TAR+TAR+TAR +TARI
623 201 QDOTIII=KII1 • ►IM(I)+11.•180.-TO(I)1/700.1	 -	 QR(I)





626 SUBROUTINE ENrHAL (FACT,D2INIT,OO2INT9D2LOC)
C
C COMPUTE ENTHALPY THICKNESS BASED ON CONTROL
C VOLUME FOR ENERGY ADDITION
C
627 INTEGER 02LOC
628 COM110N/ BL92 /UINF, TINF,TADIAB.RHOINF,VISC,PR,CP,M
629 COMMON/ BLK3 /TOO, TO 163),HM(62).Q138),TEND138),
1	 TFRAME(381.QDOT(b2).DQDOT(62).QW(38),
2 DKK(62),053163),NTAG163),NTAGO,REENP(62),STP(62)
630 COMMON/ BLK4 /57(62),DST1621,REEN(62),DREEN1621.D?(62),002162),
1	 PCOEFFIb2),X(62)
631 OIME4SION DX1621
632 DATA OX/	 24+1.028.1.856.13+1.996,24.1.028/
C ASSUMES D2 AT BEGINNING OF PLATE • D2LOC
633 DDX =	 0.005
634 02(D2LOC)	 : D2INIT•ST(DZLOC)+DX(02LOZ) /2.
635 PEENII2LOC)=FACT+02(02LOC)+(1.0•F.;jEFFIO2LOC1 N+0.3
636 00:(D2LOC)	 c D02INT
637 OREEN(D2LOC)=FACT•OD21D2LOC1+11.0-PCOEFF102LOC))0+0.5
638 I2	 = 02LOC •	 1
C
639 DO	 100	 1=12.62
640 IF	 (I	 .LE.	 24	 .OR.	 I	 .GE.	 39)	 GO	 TO 20


















021I1 n 021I-11 • STII- tl•OXII-11/2. • STIIt•OXIII/t.
t •10.1 .021I-tl/It.O-PC O[//II111•IPCO[/III)
t - ►CBE/111-111-t.•Ot1I-11•IT0121-TO1I-111 /(TOII1•TOII-11•t.•TIN ► 1
666
	 IF I I .0.3111 otl l l n Ot( 11.110t1 11/0.05441-(1 1 .0






002(I) n —11` 1 0021I-11 ••2 • ISTII-1t•ODX/1.1••2
1 • (DXII- •OSTII- 1)/1.1 40 2 • 13TII1 .00x/t.l •• t •
2 0XIII.OSTIII/1.1 402 1
649
	
REENIII n FACT • D:(II.11.0- PCOEFFIIII9•0.S
650
	
















C	 SL)SROUTINE r:HAN FIRST STORES THE VALUE OF XX AS A
C	 MEMBER OF THE DUMMY ARRAY ARG AND THEN INCREASES






























C	 SL93ROUTINE RFSTORES THE VALUE OF YY, THE PREVIOUSLY
C	 PERTURBED INPUT, 10 ITS ORIGINAL VALUE, THEN STORES








































C	 SUBROUTINE MAXMIN FINDS THE MAXIMUM A ►q MINIMUM VALUES
C	 IN THE COMMONED ARRA ► OVER THE RAWf OF I FROM N TO M







679	 DO 810 ImN,M
680





681	 GO TO 810
684	 820	 I ► ISENCOII.JCOUNTI.IT .VMINI GO TO 840









' Thr Reduced Data
The following pages show lists and plots of the reduced data of the
15 cases	 shown	 in Table 3-1.	 Stanton	 number data and	 starting	 profile
data are	 presented for each case.	 Additional	 velocity	 and	 temperature
profile data are	 listed according to the following cases:
"
case	 / •-distance	 in	 cm	 of	 profile	 data,	 in	 addition	 to
j the s - - 35 cm starting profiles.
` 100779 10.0 (e -	 13-)
I
41.0 (e	 -	 52-)





10.03 (e	 -	 13-)
32-)25.5 (G
40.5 (e	 -	 51-)





l 022680 10.0 (e	 -	 13-)
1
(Profiles 25.0 (e -	 32-)
are 41.0 (e -	 52°)




060480 9.9 (e	 -	 12.6-),	 velocity only
`	 I 25.0 (6 - 32 - ),	 velocity only
051080 40.8 (e	 -	 52.5-),	 velocity only
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Fig. C-3. Case 022680: Stanton number versus streamvise
distance.
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Fig. G-12. Case 113079: Stanton number versus enthalpy
thickness Reynolds numt,er.
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Fig. G-25. Case 042240: Stanton number versus mtra,amwise
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Fig. G- 27, Case 051080: Stanton number vereus atreamwise
distance.
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Modifications to STANS for Convex CLrvature Predictions
Ttie fol'owing listing shows the modifications made to STANS 11 1 to
account for convex curvature effects. This version of the program was
used to make the predictions of Figs. 4-2 through 4-11. New programming
is listed, bracketed with the preceding and following lined of the orig-






C..... THIS PROGRAM HAS BEEII MOOIFIEO IOW CONVEX CURVATURE
C..... USING THE GILLIS MOOEI WITH THE SIM001 CHANGES
C..... SEE THE TWO THESIS FOR DETAILS





3/A00/RBOti(S% I. OMU1S41,ROr101541.ITK [,CBCIIOOIoCtfflh4l.CLAG.CUNV. MAINO2V0
4CW,PL( 5-*1,SKINI 1001, ST ANTI 1001,XPLOT11001,0[[IIT111100 ),IPL'IT,XSTART
3	 01MENSIO11 AMFFI S I,AIIIFI S I	 MAINO300






10	 S K[P Q OR = 0	 MAINO350
11	 00 7 I=1,100






19	 IFIKEPROR.GT.01GO TO 1000	 MA.NO390
20	 XSTARTsX(I)
21	 00 S Mi2.NXBC
22	 If (CBCIMI .LT. -I.IE'6 .AND. CBCIM-11 .G1. -I.OE'6) XSTARTsXIMI
123	 S CONTINUE
C ------------------------------------------------------------ STEPS ----MAI110400
MAIN047030	 AUXM:=AUX2(M-11+(AUX2(tl)-AUX2lM-111sIXU'X(M'1)1/(X(M)-X(M-1))
C	 •r•e••rs*sr•s••ees•••s•••••srrreerrrrrrrrrro*eereserer*
C	 CURVATURE MOOIFICATICH. INTERP. WALL RADIUS
31	 CW=CBCIM-I1'(CBCIM)-CLC(M -1)1 *,'XU-XIM-1)1/IXIMI-X(M-1)1
C	 ••••• e••srs••r••••s•••rrrarrssrueer•ueerrreesrrr•u••
32	 If IKEX.E0.11 AME=Ar1IE MA11104BO
H-2
H-3








	 SKII11 ;PLOT IsCft
347	 tTANTI MOT IsS1111
346	 Iw IST111 .LT. 1.01 - 61 STANTII0LOTI81.0
349	 XPLOTIIPLOT1sIXU'XSTART)r30.46









C	 CURVATURE MODIFICATION, INTENP. WALL RAOIUS
360
	 CW=CBCIM-IIt(CBCIM)-CDCIM-IIIrIXU-X(M-11)/IXIMI'X(M-111
361	 SP12)sA031C M M1)
[	 ••rr• •rr•rrrrr•urrrrrrr a .rrrru rrrr^rrrrr^rrrrrrrrrrr
C.....I ► IT IS DESIRED TO INTRODUCE THE WALL DO'JtYJARY CONDITION AS
MAIN4250
MAIN4:60
332	 GO TO 15
	 Mt.IN4590
163	 1000 CONTIIA)E








392	 CALL GRAP14GI'r',I,IPLOT,XPLOT,57ANT,O•'STREAMWISE DISTANCE (CM)N'












400	 CALL SETSIIG(134,2.0 )
401	 CALL GPAPIIG('r',1,)PLOT.PE!NT14,$TAIIT,O.'ENTH A L P Y THICKNESS REYNOLO
1S UUMDER r 'e'STANTON NUMBERr'.'r')
402	 NPLOF=1








1/ 000/RpOMIS41 . OH01S41 , ROM01S41,ITK( . 000IIOOI , ClFFIS4I.CLAG.CURV. ST ( ►0150
4CW, ►l(l4),SKINI 001-STANT11001.XPLOT11001,R((NTN11001,IPLOT.XSTART
C.....	 STEPOIeO
1/AM'060MIS41.000.641,RCMOIS4ItITKE,C(5C(1001.CEFF(S4I.0 LAG. CUQV, AUX001S0
4CW,PLI641,SKI1111001oSTA11111001.XPLOT11001 REENIM100:.IPL'^T,XSTARI







1234	 If IINTG.GT.11 GO TO 10	 AUXOO:SO
	
1236	 IF MODE.EQ.:) KOUNT B 1	 AUX00270
•. rr•rr ► r^r••r^r .. rrrrr.r•...• •.r...•.rr•r^rr•.r^^^„^I,^^r^•r



















1171	 00 89 I=2.tIP1	 AUX006:0
AUX01000C ..... COMPUTE MIXIIIG LENGTH
• u r••rrrrrrrrrr•rr•rrrrrrrr• urN^rrrrrrrr•r•.••rr•r•rr•rr
C	 CURVATURE MODIFICATION TO WAKE MIXING LENGTH
1301	 ALAt1A=ALAM
1302	 IF (XU .LT. XSTARTI ALAMAZO.85nYL
}{_4






























1362 IF(CW.GE.-1.CE-6)	 GO TO	 91
1363 5CRIT=0.25r((-CW+YL)rr0.33)
1364 DO	 90	 I=2.11P1
1365 VELGRO(I)=(U(I)—U(I-1)1/IY(I)-Y(I-1)1
1366 STAB(I)=CW•UII)/VELGRD(I)
1307 IFISTAB(I).GT.—SCRITI 	 GO TO 90
1368 Y12=(—SCRIT-STABII—I1)/(STAB(I)—STAB(I-1))
1169 YCRIT=Y12r1Y(I)-1(I-1))tY(I-11
1370 GO TO 91
1371 90 CONTINUE





1377 00 92	 I=3,NPSHR













AI O:<R a I CNIR-t1A140 1•7ALW14X
IFIKLUIIK.GT.01 GO 10 94
N5RCANPI•I
IFITPLINSRCI.GE.40.93• 7ALIMAXII KLUNK n I
IffYPL( NSRCI.L;T.UI'P1W A IR. YPLIN50C1.LT.ALOWRI GO TO Vv
NFITANP1T91
Wit n SIXI I • 11 NyWC I
SLIM, c 5U► 1. • 1 PL 1 145RC 1
SUM SUf13#TPL(N5RC).11NSRC1
5Uf14 2 5UM-0 t 1PLIN511C 1.1PLIN5RC1
94 CUNT Iftut
If (MIT .t q . 01 GO TO 96
ANUtI SUfl3 I SUMI • SVft; N1 I T 1
U t ► tun : •.un-0 -1 sun: •Sun: /Nf 2 T !
If1OLNUM AE.0.01 WWITE16,V61 II,It11,Uti1,T ►'11I1. I n 1,NPSIIRI
I ► (OANO.GT.0.501 GO TO 100




100  I E a l SLNI I- SUM: • 1 A' % M.'0 t ► IUM 1 1. N ►
 I T
1 ► IINTG.GT,I9.ANO.IN1G.l'i.301 WWITE16.971 II,1!II,UIII.
Iil'11I1,VELGNU111,P1111, I n I,NPS ►IRI




If ICW .GE. -I.OE-6
	
.OR. 1CRIT AT. 1 .0t-b) GO TO 107
SLT=iCRIT
Ir IYE .11. iCRIT) GO 10 107
ACOx:.00
SIiR=I.0-ACO•IIY[/1('RIT)-I.01
It ISLTR Al. 0.33) SLTR n 0.33
SIT SI'R•ICRI1
WWIII 16,1111 lloYCRIT.SLT.CW
111 fOWMAT 1IX,'DELSL #ROM SN(AR STRISS PROfILf 'l',f10.S
I,10\.'DL15L /R011 5CRIT x ',fl0.5,'0ELSL IN MIXING LENGTH •'
107 It 15L1 .Gl A .2 4 1 L 1 SLI-I .:•IL
FI ►10 NEW ULLIA51AR BASED ON SNEAW IAIIR THICKNESS
FIND NtW EDGE VELOCITY
KSLT=O
DO 10! 1x:.Nl'I
If(KSLT.( q .0.AN0.Y(I).GT.5LI) 15LTx1
II(IIII.GT.5LT) KSLT•I
103 CONT INUE
IfIKSIT. EQ. 01 40 10 1 O
USLT&UGU
DI55 ►IR=1I.-UI;1 USlT ) a t Y121 /:1




I S M 11-111-1 11!;.
UMTlz(Ul11lUSLTI.11.-1U(II/USLT11
OMT;:IU11-11,'U(I5LT1)•l1.-IU11-ll/U(ISLTII)
104 DIIOMT: 0MOMT •IDMTItUtIT:)a(Y1II-YII-II) /;.
01SSHR=OISSIIR f l, 1. U(ISLTII.'USLTM SLY -TIISLT111/2.
DMIIIC =IM
 I51TI)/USLT1 0 ( 1.-U( ISL711,'USLTI • I SLY -11ISLT111/2.
DMOIIT 3DM0'1T •OMINC
REtIS°0t1Ut11 • U5 l.T • RI%OI 1 1,"VISCDI 1 1
105 1lIKSLTA(l.0) DISSIIR-DXX
A(AII SLT-0155NW
If( INIG.GT.0.ANO.1 ►ITG A T.2991 WRITE(6.106I INTG.5LT,DISSHR,
I1l,r1fIT,REM5,ALMAX•KTNRU
106 FORMATII\,'INTG n '.14.5'•1'SLT n ',F5.5o3X,'0155HR a'.F8.f,.lX.
1'DEL9V:'.f7.4,3X.'K11Tx',I:, 4x ,'REMS n '.f7.:.4>t,'IMAX='. ► 7.4,
22x,'KT)IRU x ' .131

































































2/CN/AXX,BXX,CXX,O XX, EXX, KI,K2.K3,SP(54),AUX111001,AUX211001,1PMAX MT00140
1/A00/RBOI1(541 JMOIS4l.00MOf541,ITKf.CBCIIOO).CEFFIS4)oCLIG.CURV.
4CW,PL(S4),SKIN(100),STANTI1001.XPLOT(100),REENTH1100),IPLOT,XSIART
C •••• .	OU 50
C ..... PROPERLY,	 IT MUST BE	 THE
	 LAST tQUAT10N SOLVED.
151: IF( IHIG.GT.'9.AN0.INTG.LY.39) 5PACE=1
1513 IF11111G.GT.391	 5PACE-10
IS14 IFlIHTG.GT.Z9.AND.INTG.LT .39) KSPACEjI
1515 IFIINTG.GT .39)	 KSPACE=10
1510 IFIIl1TG.GT.59.AN0.INTG.LT .70) 5PACE31
1517 IFIItlTG .GT.701
	5PAC[aI0








1501	 IFIKI.GT.IOIWRITE(0, : 80)(SPIII.I = I.SI.G.PTA	 OUT00650







C (DECIMAL NUMBERS, IN THE FORM OF A TABLE.)
C	 rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr•rrrrr••ururrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr
C	 CURVATURE MODIFICATION, READ WALL CURVATURE









C CLAG 13 THE CONSTANT IN THE EFFECTIVE CURVATURE LAG EQUATION.
C REC011ME NDED VALUE IS 3.3. CURV 15 THE MIXING LENGTH MOOIFICATION
C CONSTANT, RECOMMENDED VALUE IS 8.
C •rrrr•••rrr••rrr rrrrrrr••rrr rrrurrl•rr••wrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr•••••rr•








,^ctIGI^Ai, Y;^a^F1.1'tl^iti-8	 OF Y^K^^^ 4t..
